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ÀBS TRACT

The main purpose of the present study was to investigate
Jewish adolescent self esteem in contemporary society in

order to shed Light on the relationship between self esteem

and 1) sex differences, 2) socioeconomic status, 3) famity
satisfaction and 4) paren!al child-rearing behaviors. In

addition, the study investigated Jewish identity and its
relationship to self esteen. À total of 255 Jewish

adolescents from Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate, a Jewish

Parochial School in the City of Winnipeg¡ Manitoba took part
in the study.

A multivariate analysis of variance (¡,IeXOVe ) revealed no

overall sex effect or sex x age-reJ.ated effec! in the

measures of the study (i.e., Rosenberg Sel-f-Esteem Scale;

Family Satisfaction Scale; Children's Report of parent

Behavior Inventory; and, Jewish Identity ScaIe). e

significant age-related effect, however, revealed that the
'1 4-year*old age group sconed lower in Je¡,¡ish identity than

most other age groups.

A one-tailed g-test confirmed the hypothesis that Jewish

males scored significantly higher in self esteem than Jer,¡ish

females. The results of correlational analyses (pearson r)
confirmed the following predicted relationships: a) family



satisfaction and self esteem, b) parental child-rearing
behavior Àcceptance and self esteen, and c) Jewish identity
and self esteem, i.e., males aged 11 to 13, and 15 to 18

years. However, the following predicted relationships were

not confirmed: a positive relationship between

socioeconomic status and self esteem, a negative

relationship bet\,¡een Psychological Control, Firm Control and

self esteem, and a positive relationship between Jewish

identity and self esteem¡ i.e., 14 year-old males and

females, and females aged 11 to 13, and 15 to 18 years.

A stepwise regression analysis on self esteem confirmed

the hypothesis that family satisfaction !¡as a better
predictor of self esteem than socioeconomic status but

failed to confirm the importance of parental child-rearing
behavior variables or Jer¡ish identity. Further contrary to
prediction, sex lras found to be a significant predictor of

se 1f esteem.

Additional analyses revealed a strong rela!ionship
between family satisfaction and parental child-rearing
behavior's Àcceptance Mother and Father for both males and

females. In addition, Jewish males who perceived their
mothers as less psychologically and firmly controlling, and

Jewish females who perceived their mothers as lêss

psychologically controlling, and their fathers as less

psychologically and firmly controlling were found to possess

greater famil-y satisfaction than adolescents ¡¡ho did not



perceive their parents in this way. A stepwise regression

analysis on family satisfaction indicatedr for both sexes¡

that an accepting father was the strongest predictor,
followed closely by an accepting mother. In addition, a

Iess firnly controlling mother for males, and a less

psychologically control-J.ing father for females lrere found to

be predictors of famiLy satisfaction.

Family satisfaction was found to share a significant but

weak relationship to Je!¡ish identity for most males and

females. Additionally, for most ma1es, the parental child-
rearing behavior Acceptance Mother was found to share a weak

relationship to Jewish identity. For most females, the

parentaL child-rearing behavior Acceptance Father was found

to share a weak relationship to Jewish identity, À stepwise

regression analysis on Je¡,¡ish identity indicated that, for
most maLes, an accepting mother was the strongest predictor.
For nost females, family satisfaction and an accepting

mother were revealed as the strongest predictors.

The results of this study in relation to the hypotheses,

as weII as in reLation to previous research, are discussed

and placed in perspective. In light of the findings, it
appears that the most profitable line of future inquiry into
adolescent self-esteem development lies within the area of

family relations. In addition, future researchers should

âttempt to clarify the possibiJ.ity of expressed self-esteem

differences in males and females. Future researchers should

- v1 -



also attempt to explore the impact of child-rearing and

family-relation differences between social classes in order

to assess the possibility of their contribution to
socioeconomic-status differences in self esteem.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTI ON

Self Esteem

Gordon and cergen (1968) pointed out that psychology and

Sociology alone were responsible for more than 2,000

articles surrounding seIf. Wha! becomes increasingly clear
when one reviews self-concept Literature is the fact that
self esteem can in no way be equated synoirymously with self-
concept, Rosenberg (1979) suggesled that the sel-f-concept

"is the totality of the individuals thoughts and feelings
with reference to himsetf as an object" (p, 7). SeIf

esteem, on the other hand, is "a positive or negative

evaluation of the self" (p. 31). The distinction,
thereforer that must be made between seÌf-concept and self
esteem is that self esteem is but one dimension of the

larger self-concept (Rosenberg, 1979).

SeLf esteem incorporates self-acceptance, Iiking of

oneself, a proper respect for oneself and one's self -¡¡orth.
À person who possesses high self esteem is basically
satisfied with r¡ho they are. Àt the same time they

acknowledge their own shortcomings and hope, in time, to

overcome them. When we say that a person has high self
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esteem, we are not implying that the person feels superior

to others. High self esteem is not arrogance, nor is it
contempt for others. What we are saying is that such people

feel themselves to be people of worth (nibring, 1953;

Coopersmith, 1967; Felker, 1974; Rosenberg, 1968, 1979).

These people recognize their merits, yet acknowledge their
faults. Lo!¡ self-esteem individuals, on the other hand,

lack respect for their observed self, most often viewing iL
disagreeably and wishing it were otherÌ¡ise (Rosenberg,

197 9) .

The relevance of self esteem to many different areas is
evident. Purkey ( 1970 ) , for example, suggested that
individuals who possess high self-regard tend to be better
students. BattIe (1981) contended that people possessing

high self esteem tend to be less depressed. Coopersmith

(19751 believed that such people enjoy more productive

social relationships (cilberts, 1983). Other researchers

such as Gilmor (19741 found high self esteem to be

characteristic of productive versus non-productive

individuals in academic, creative, and leadership activities
(Reasoner, 1983 ) .

Social Psycholoqical Theorv

SociaL psychology's main concern is l¡ith the relationship
that exists between man and social structure. Societies can

be looked upon as an interactive concern in that t.hey are
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produced, shaped, and maintained by interacting individuals
(lindesmith, Strauss & Ðenzin , 19?5). James (1893)

initiated the social-psychological approach to seLf-concept.

while he did not specifically address the process by which

the self comes into being, he did betieve (as did Cooley,

1902), that the individuaL is consciously aware of the self,
James theorized that individuals have many sociaf selves,
and that the social "me" grows out of the recognition that
the individual receives from other people (Samuels, 1977),

Coo1ey (1902) coined the term "looking glass seLf". He

bel-ieved individuals' descriptions of themselves are in
large part influenced by how they imagine others see them.

If individual-s believe that others view them in a positive
manner, their self-appraisal reflects this. If, on the

other hand, individuals believe that others see them in a

negative manner, their self-appraisal reflects this negative

overtone.

Mead (1934, 1956) theorized on how the self deveJ.ops,

extending James's original ideas of social self
(Coopersmith, 1967) . According to Mead infants are born

!¡ithout a seIf, and it is only through social experience

that their self-concept arises and crystalizes. Individuals
take on the attitudes of significant others with respect to
how they see themselves largely through social experience.

Researchers such as Couch (1958), Kemper (1966), Maehn,

Mensing and Nafager (1962) | Miyamoto and Dornbusch (1956)
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and Sherwood (1965) support this notion. One's self esteem,

therefore, in large part rests with the views transmitted to
the individual by significant others.

Neo-Freudians

Neo-Freudians such as ÀdLer (1927), Horney (1937, 1939),

Fromm (1939, 1941 , 1947) and SuIlivan (1940, 1947 | 1953)

pointed out the relevance of the social determinants of

behavior. Adler (1927) believed the self to be a hiqhly
personaJ.ized subjective sys!em which interprets and makes

sense out of an individual's experiences. Àccording to
Adler the self actively searches for experiences which allow
for Lhe fulfillment of a unique lifestyle. To Adler, people

are conscious beings, ever as¡are of their inferiorities and

ever conscious of the goals they strive tor¡ard (HaII &

Lindzey, 1970 ) .

Horney (1937, 'l 939) focused on the individual's
interpersonal processes and ho¡,¡ the individual averts self-
demeaning feelings. Like Ad1er, she placed emphasis on the

sociological factors which affect the individual. According

to Horneyf parental love or lack of love has a crucial
effect on the deveÌopment of the child's self-concept. If a

child fails to receive adèquate love and acceptance, Lhe

child would likely develop a negative self-concept.
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Of alL the neo-Freudians, it was Fromm (1939, 1941 ,1947)
and Sullivan (1940, 1947, 1953) who put the greatest

emphasis on the sociologicaL factors relating to the

development of self-concept. Fromm believed that humans

develop a social character that is in keeping with the

requirements of society. He believed (as did Sullivan),
that poor relationships could have a drastic effect on the

development of the self.

SuIlivan (1953) believed self-concept to be so central to
the human personality that the individual can not exist
apart from reLations with others which forms the basis of
that self-concept. From the moment of birth, the infant is
part of an interpersonal situation and throughout his/her
life remains a member of a social field (HaIl & Lindzey,

1970). SulLivan believed that our personal relationships
influence our !hinking and acting. Àccording to Su1livan,

the child learns to differentiate between the "good me" and

the "bad me" Iargely through early mother-chiId

interacLions. Subsequently, if children have unrealistic
negative experiences at home, their perceptions are likely
to be generalized to school (Samuels, 1977).

The theory most salient for the present research is the

social psychological theory since this approach helps us to
gain greater insight into the process of self-esteem

development. For example, with this approach we can better
understand hor,¡ self esteem can be nurtured/hindered through



the positive/negative interactions individuals have \,¡ith

significant people in their environment. In addition, this
theory considers both the sociological and psychological

factors which affect self-esteem development.

Rosenberg (1965) suggested that we should inctude the

social psychology of self attitudes (i.e., study of social
factors determi.ning opinions¡ attitudes and beLiefs about

the self) in the social psychology of attitudes (i.e., study

of social factors determining opinions, attitudes and

beliefs). Much of the thinking in the conceptualization of

the present study is consistent with Rosenberg's theory.
Few theorists could argue against the importance of social
factors, and their direct and significant relevance to self
esteem. In turn, self esteem influences socially
significant atlitudes and behaviors. The social
psychoJ.ogical theory provides us with this understanding.

Se 1f Esteem

The present liLerature review will focus on sex

differences, socioeconomic status, and family as determiners

of self esteem. Specific emphasis r,¡iIl be placed on the

f ami ly.



Sex Differences

The relationship of sex differences in self esteem is
inconsistent (Wylie, 1979), Do maLes, in fact, possess more

favorable self esteem than females? Rosenberg and Simmons

(1975Ì., and Simmons and Rosenberg (1975) found that females

r,¡ere somewhat more 1ike1y than males to possess Lower self
esteem as did Bush, Simmons, Hutchinson and Blyth
(1977-1978). Russelt and Ànti1l (1984) found that self
esteem related positively to feminine negative scores.

ELrod and Crase (1980) found that male children possessed

more favorable self esteem than femaLe children, Rosenberg

(1965), and Maccoby and Jacklin (1974), on the other hand,

found Iittle sex difference in self esteem. O'MaIley and

Bachman (1979) suggested that sex differences in seLf ésteem

are fairly minor, and Rosenberg (1979 ), suggested that the

empirical evidence with respect to sex differences in self
esteem is inconsistent.

wylie (1979) published an excellent Iiterature review

concerning over-aLl self-regard as a function of sex. To

evaluate research, Wylie used the folLowing major criterial
description of procedure; sampLe size; whether or not

information was given with respect to confounding variables

related to self-concept variables; whether or nct

researchers reported if their data collection methods were

comparable for males and females; whether or not the study

used one of the bettei developed instrumentsi v¡hether or not
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notuninterpretable discrepancy scores were used; whether or

the association between sex and self-concept scores

originated from the rel.iability artifact; and whether or not

statistical tests \,rere correctly and appropriately applied
and analyzed. In addition, lhe following factors were

considered: !¡hether or not the value of the study was

augment.ed because it was part of a larger research study;

whether or not the s!udy contained useful information
describing the subject's responses even though the results
were uninterpretable; and whether or not the results had

been analyzed incorrectly (see WyJ.ie, 1974, f.or a full
review of methodological problems, and WyIie, 1979, pp.

247-261). wylie pointed out that very f evr of the reviewed

studies met most of her methodological criteria.

WeIL Kno¡+n Instruments - Sex Differences

The following information was obtained from Wyliers
(1979) excel-l-ent published review on self-concept. À revie¡+

of research that utilized Coopersmith's SeIf-Esteem

Inventory (Coopersmit}r, 1967¡ primavera, Simon & primavera,

1974; ReschJ.y & Mittman, 1973; Simon & Bernstein, 197 1;

Simon & Simon, 1975i Trowbridge, 1972a; and WiIl.iams, 1973),

as weII as five other studies which contained serious

met.hodoLogical problems (Bridgette, cited in Baughman , 197 1;

Flammer & Matas, 1972; Friedman, Rogers & Gettys, 1975;

Getsinger, Kunce, Miller & Weinberg, 1972¡ and Greenberg,
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1972), revealed a consistent failure to suppor! a

relationship between sex and self esteem. Wylie suggested

the impossibility of determining whether nulL results truly
reflected similarity between males and females, or t¡heLher

null results could be explained through other factors.

A review of research that utiLized the Piers-Harris Self-
Concept Scale for ChiLdren (Aradley & Newhouse, 1975; piers

& Harris, 1964; and Vance & Richmond, 1975) consistently
failed to disclose evidence of any sex differences between

elementary school chiLdren. Research that utilized Longr

Henderson, and ZiIler's Self-SociaI Esteem Scale (SSE)

(Henderson & Long, 1971; Long & Henderson , 1970; Long,

Henderson, Gantcheff, & Kastersztein, 1972ì and Longl

Henderson & Platt | 1973 ), as well as three other studies
which contained serious methodologicat problems (Flammer &

Matas, 1972¡ GeEsinger, Kunce, MiIIer & Weinberg, 1972¡ and

Hollender , 1972 ), revealed evidence too Iimited in scope to
warrant an accurate conclusion bettreen the relationship of

sex and SSE scores.

A review of research that utitized the Tennessee Self-
Concept ScaIe (Fitts, 1965; Healey & de BIassie, 1974; Walsh

& Osipow, 1973), as well as three other seriously ftawed

studies (tapp e Spanier, 1973ì Wendland, cited in Baughman,

1971; and white & Howard, 1973), revealed evidence too

inadequate to sustain even tentative conclusions with
respect to the relationship between sex and over-all self-
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regard scores. Research utilizing Rosenberg's Self-Esteem

ScaIe (RSp) (guIbary, 1975) revealed the influence of the

sex variable to be small and sLat.isticalty nonsignificant.
In addition, a study by Greenberg and Àrchambault (1973)

utilizing the RSE contained various methodological problems

and was therefore not described in detail by WyIie.

À review of research that utilized BiLl's Index of

Adjustment and values (r¡v) (¡¡cCarthy & Rafferty, 1971;

Meissner, Thoreson, & Butler, 1967; Rule & Het¡itt, 1970; and

Shaw & Alvesf 1963) revealed the researchers failure to
demonstrate the comparabiJ.ity of sex groups on othèr
relevant variables, and a failure to report or control for
the experimenterrs sex. Wylie suggested that the ',scant

amount of evidence on any one IAV score precLude any

conclusions at this point" (p. 259). Research utilizing
Shostrom's PersonaL Orientation Inven!ory (eOt ) (OoyIe,

1975; Ginn, 1974; Schroeder, 1973¡ Tapp & Spanier, 1973¡

wise & Ðavis, 1975) suggested that any conclusions

concerning sex and POI self acceptance and self-regard are

premature. Research utilizing Gough and Heilbrun's
Àdjective Check List (Costantini & Craik, 1972¡ cough &

Heilbrun, 1965; Ramos, 1974; Silverman, ShuLman, &

Wiesenthal , 1970; Weinstein & Hanson, 1975) failed to help
resolve the question whether sex and overall self-regard are

related. Research utilizing the InterpersonaL Check List
reveafed small non-significant sex differences (EberIien,

Park & Matheson | 1971) and that high-school girIs obtained
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higher self-ideat discrepancy scores than males (Lockwood ç

Guerney, 1962\. WyJ-ie reported, however, that Lockwood and

Guerney's sample size vras re).ative1y smal-1. Lastly, a

review of research utiJ.izing Worschel's Self-Activity
Inventory (SAI), revealed a significant main effect of sex

on the SÀI (Se1f-Ideal) discrepancy scores (Becker & Dileo,
1967), WyIie commented, however, that "this is the only
investigation I have found r,¡hich presents dat.a relevant to
the question of a possible relationship between sex and SAI

(self-Ideat) discrepancy scores" (p. 27 1).

Wylie suggested that in the reviewed research a clear
trend emerged between sex and self-regard, i.e., nul1

results. She suggested that lhis is consistent with Maccoby

and Jacklin's (1974 ) assessment concerning generalized self
esteem. In addition, she pointed out that this relationship
was consistent whether subjects were children, adolescents,

college students, or adults.

Àccording to WyIie, the evidence from the reviewed

research that utilized well-known instruments does not

support a reLationship between sex and over-aL1 seJ.f-regard,

WyIie poinhed out that r,¡hiLe "various speculative

interpretations" can be offered as explanation of repeated

nuII results, no firn conclusions can be drawn. The

function of any relationship between sex and over-aII self-
regard has yeÈ to be resolved (p. 273).
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Idiosyncratic Instruments - Sex Differences

WyIie then reviewed ten studies that used idiosyncratic
instruments (see Wy1ie, 1979, pp, 273-277), She concluded

that the studies contained both methodological problems and

inconsistent. findings. In addition, she cited thirty-three
studies plus two duplicate reports that were so

methodologically flawed or lacking in informaLion that she

failed to go into any detail (see WyIie, 1979, p, 278). She

did note, however I that the majority of the studies reported

nul1 findings. WyLie concluded that the resolution of the

relationship between sex and self-regard ar¡aiLs future,
better research.

Additional Re sea rch

Additional research has been published on sex differences
in self esteem since WyIie's 1979 review. For example,

Lerner, Iwawaki, Chihara and SoreII (1981) studied self-
concept, self esteem and body attitudes among 796 Japanese

male and female adolescents. Measures used in the study

included a 24-item attractiveness and effectiveness scaLe, a

16-item self-appraisaL scale, and a 16-item scale of bipolar
dimensions (..g., mature-immature). An index of self esteem

was calculated by the subjects' mean scorès across the 16

evaluative items. The vector of responses along the 16

bipolar dimensions was used as an index of self-concept. In

support of their choice of measures Lerner et al. cited high
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reliaUifity and vatidiLy findings. Of relevance to sex

differences in self esteem, Japanese females r¡ere found to
possess Lower self esteem than Japanese ma1es. One has to
commend the authors in view of lheir relatively large sample

size, A close look at their data, however, indicates that
the total difference of scale points between male and female

seLf esteem was only .18. The authors admit that such a

difference is not sufficient to indicate a psychologically

signi f icant difference.

Savin-WilIiams and Demo (1983) studied situational and

transituationaL determinants of adolescent self-feelings in

a group of 35 adolescents with a mean age of 13.3 years.

The subjects were participants in a 6-year longitudinal
study of adoLescent self esteem and its correlates. In
order to measure self-feelings, a new self-report technique
was used which allowed for muLtiple measures of sel-f -
reported self-feelings in naturaListic settings. Savin-
I^iilliams and Demo pointed out that seven factors accounted

for 78% of the variance in the r¡ords which measured positive
and negative self-feelings. With the exception of one

factor, a1I factors were internally consistent with respect

to all positive or alL negative self-descriptions. In

addition, words r¡ere significantly correJ.ated \,¡ith all
intrafactor words. Of reLevance to sex differences in self
esteem, males r¡ere found to possess more favorable self-
feeling scores than femaLes. For example, males more often
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selècted terms such as: skilled, in control , powerful, and

clear. Conversely, females more often selected Lerms such

as: frustraled, tense, unsure and sluggish. Savin-WilLiams

and Demors resulls are extremely interesting. One has to be

careful in generalizing their findings, however, in view of
the relatively sma1l sample size used. Savin-Williams and

Demo comment of the need for future research to "disentangle
the complex relations among seJ.f-concept components and

their situational determinants" (p. 830).

Barnes and Farrier (1985) performed a longitudinal study

of the self-concept of low-income youth among 263 females

anð 220 males. Subjects were administered the Lipsitt SeIf-
Concept Scale as fifth and sixth graders, and nine years

Later administered 4 items from Rosenberg's .1 0-item Self-
Esteem ScaIe. Barnes and Farrier translated Rosenberg's 4

point scale to a 5 point scale by multiplying the scores by

5/4. Males in the fifth and sixth grades were found to
score higher in self-concept than females. Nine years Later

using a modification of Rosenberg's Self-Esteem ScaIe, no

significant differences were found bett¡een males and

females.

It is cLear that the relationship of sex differences in

self esteem is inconsistent. The author contends that in

order to shed light on this issue we must examine the family
cont.ext in which an individual is raised, and the social
forces that are operating. For example, does the family
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dosubscribe to traditional attitudes toward the sexes, and

these attitudes, if internalized, affect the child's self
esteem? Consideration of such factors can shed tight on the

issue of sex differences in self esteem when they occur.

Socioèconomic Status

The relationship of socioeconomic status to self esteem

is inconsistent (wyIie, 1979). Bachman (1970), Jensen

(1972) and Rosenberg (1965), for exarnple, found a smalL

association between social class and seLf esteem among

adolescents. Epps (1969), on the other hand, found nuII or

close to nu11 relationships. Soares and Soares (1972) found

an inverse relationship, With younger children, Piers
(1969), Trowbridge (1970, 1972a) and Soares and Soares

(1969) found inverse relationships between social cl,ass and

self esteem. CoLeman, CampbelI, Hobson, McPartland, Mood,

Weinfeld, and York (1966) and St. John (1971) found nulI or

close to nul1 relationships. Ànong adults, l{eidman, phelan,

and SuLlivan (1972) and Yancey, Rigsby, and McCarthy (1972)

found positive reLationships, however, KapIan ( 1971 ) found

no overall. association (Rosenberg, 1979).

wyLie (1979) published an excellent literature review of

socioeconomic class and self-concept variables. She noted

that various methodological problems existed in the

Literature such as: definition of socioeconomic class;
reliability and validity in the socioeconomic-c1ass
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measures; category llidth of socioeconomic-class fneasuresi

equating advantaged vèrsus disadvantaged status with
socioeconomic-cIass status; individual versus group

classification with respect to socioeconomic class;
objective versus subjective socioeconomic statusi and other
miscellaneous measurement probtems. Wylie went on to point
out additional nethodological problems in the literaLure
such as: sample size; muLtiple significance tests !¡ithout
cross vaLidation; Iack of significance testsi the need to
look for possible nonlinear relationships; and the need to
hold certain variables constant while looking at
socioeconomic class (see wylie, 1974, for a full review of

methodological problems) .

wylie used the following major criteria in classifying
and reviewing the literature: reliabitity and validity
information regarding measures of subjective socioeconomic

status; whether or no! researchers had used some of the more

developed, better knor¡n instruments concerning over-alI
self-regardi whether or not uninterpretable discrepancy

scores had been used; and whether or not direct associations
between socioeconomic class and self-concept scores could be

interpreted as the result of the reliability artifact..
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Well Known Ins!rqments - Socioeconomic Status

WyIie reviewed eleven articles dealing directly with, or

a modification of, the Rosenberg SeIf-Esteem Sca1e, and

relationships between measures of soc ioeconomic status. The

studies included Bachman (1970); Bachman and O'MaLley

(1977); Edwards (1974); Epps (1969); Herman, Sadofsky,

Bensman, Lilienfeld and Manos (1967 I i Hulbary (1975); Kaplan

(197 1)i Kohn (1969); Rosenberg (1965); wigner (1973); and

Yancey, Rigsby and McCarthy (1972).

According to wylie probLems existed wibh the reviewed

research such as the adequacy of administrative conditions,
instrumentation, data analysis, etc. I4y1ie pointed out that
where researchers did use multivariate techniques to control
for other variabl-es (whiIe considering the contribution of

soc ioeconomic level to variance in setf-esteem scores), they

tended to report nul1 findings. In addition, partiat
correlations reported as significant in the multivariate
studies were very small. Further, Wylie commented that
researchers such as Rosenberg (1965) and Kohn (1969)

suggested that their significant resuLts may have been a

function of some "class-related variabte" rather than ,,the

valuation society accords different socioeconomic Aroups"
(p. 88). WyIie concluded that the revier,¡ed studies provided

no clear consistent support that a relationship exists
between socioeconomic status and self-regard.
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WyIie then reviewed other studies dealing with setf-
esteem inventories such as Coopersmith's SeIf-Esteem

Inventory i.e., Getsinger¡ Kunce, MiLler and Weinberg

(1972), Trowbridge (1970, 1972a, 1972b, 19?4), and whire and

Richmond (1970); Piers-Harris and Lipsitt Scales i.e.,
Harris and Braun (1971), Piers (1969) and Mayer (1967)¡

Long, Henderson, and ZilIer's SeIf-sociaL Esteem Score i.e.,
Getsinger, Kunce, MiIler and Weinberg (1972), Long and

Henderson (1969), and Zi1]er, Hagey, Smith and Long (1969);

Interpersonal Check List i.e., Preston and Gudiksen (1966);

Phillips Self- and Other-Àcceptance Sca1es i.e., Hill
(1957)i Tennessee SeIf-Concept scale i.e., Healey and de

Blassie (1974); and Moore (1972); Janis-FieId ScaJ.es i.e.,
Schr,¡endiman ¡ Larsen and Dunn ( 1 970 ) .

According to Wylie, a positive reLationship between

socieconomic leveL and over-al1 self-regard was not

supported by either research invotving better known tests of
self-regard or modifications of such tests. WyIie suggested

that if methods were improved !o include a wide range and

several steps on the socioeconornic dimension etc,, some

concrete conclusions might emerge. However, she pointed out

that in light of the reviewed research, nothing suggests

that such a search woutd be particularJ.y useful (p. 93).
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Idiosvncratic Instruments I Socioecgnomic Status

Wylie then examined twenty-three studies which related
"idiosyncratic self-regard neasures to indices of
socioeconomic leveI" (for a fu11 report see Wylie, 1979, pp.

93-98). According to Wy1ie, the use of idiosyncratic
instruments made the researchers results difficult to
interpret and synthesize. In addition, fifteen of the

twenty-three studies were incomplete or vague in report,
and/or lhat they appeared to be extremely flawed

methodologically. Wylie commented that the other eight
studies couLd not be "conclusively interpreted or

synthesized".

Despite Wylie's review and conclusions, other research

has been performed investigating the relationship between

self esteem and socioeconomic status. Hare (1981), for
example, looked a! general and area-specific (i.e., school,
peer, home) self esteem, self-concept of ability, academic

achievement and achievement orientation in 101 btack and 412

white fifth graders. Hare found no significant racial-
differences on any measure of general or area-specific self
esteem when socioeconomic status was controlled. When race

was controlled for, however, significant socioeconomic

status differences were found to exist on most measures.

Savin-Williams and Demo (1983) studied situat.ional and

transituational determinants of adolescent self-feelings in
a group of 35 adolescents r,¡ith a mean age of 13.3 years. Of
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relevance to socioeconomic status and self esLeem, social
class ¡,¡as found to be a predictor of self-feelings.
IndividuaLs in the middle-cLass, !¡ere found to report more

favorabl-e self-perceptions than individuals in either the

lower or upper classes,

In assessing the research relating socioeconomic status
to self esteem, it becomes clear that it is questionabl,e

whether a relationship exists at a1t. Rosenberg (1965)

suggested that social prestige in and of itself is not an

adequate answer to explain the relationship of social class

to self esteem. He suggested the need to consider

differential group norms, i.e., child-rearing attitudes and

values specific to each social class. In support of this
notion, Kohn and Carrol-I (1960) found that middle-cIass

children tended to have more supportive fathers than

!rorking-class children. Middle-cIass fathers were found to
be more supportive of their sons than working-cLass fathers.
However, middle-class fathers were found to be only slightJ.y
(if at atl) more supportive of their daughters than working-

class fathers. When considering socioeconomic status
differences in relation to self estèemr therefore, it seems

important that we examine lhe family context in r,¡hich an

individual is raised, and the sociaL forces that are

operating. Such consideration can shed light on the

possiblè relationship of socioeconomic status to self
esteem.
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Fam i 1v

À third area in self-esteem literature is the role that
the f amiJ.y plays in relation to self esteem, (see Wy1ie,

1979), Stott (1939) suggested that child rearing may have

an influence in facilitating positive self-concept. He

found that children from homes where acceptance, mutual

confidence, and compatability existed betlreen parent and

child were better adjusted, more independent, and thought

more positively about themseLves than chitdren who did not

come from such homes. Medinuss and Curtis (1963) found a
positive relationship between naternal self-acceptance, and

child acceptance. Dickstein and posner (1978) found self
esteem positively related to the closeness of the parent-
child relationship.

Gro¡¿e (1980) administered the Coopersmith SeIf-Esteem

Inventory and Cornell Parent Behavior description to 123

fifth to sixth graders. Greater parental support and mitder
punishment was related to favorable self esteem along three
specific dimensions: rejection, indulgence, and autonomy.

ParenLaL behavior r¡as found to be more strongly related to
males' sèlf esteem than to females' self esteem.

. Cooper, HoLman, and Braithrvaite (1983) administered the

Coopersmith SeIf-Esteem Inventory, piers-Harris Children's
Self Concept Scale, and measures of farnily happiness and

support Lo 467 fifth to sixth graders in order to
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investigate the relationship between self esteem, and

perceptions of family cohesion. Results indicated that
children from different f amil-y types experienced different
types of closeness and support. Children who reported

littIe f amiJ.y support tended to score low l-evels on seLf

estèem.

Gecas (1971) studied the relationship between two

dimensions of parental behavior and adolescent self
evaluation. His sample consisted of 620 adolescents between

the ages of sixteen and seventeen years. His findings
indicated that parental support was positively related to
adol-escent self-evaLuation. Other researchers such as

Bachman (1970) found that high self esteem in 2,213 tenth
grade adolescent males, was positively associated with good

famiJ.y relations. Good f amiì.y relations included affection
between family members, common activities, fairness, and

inclusion of children in family decision making. Bachman

commented "by far the largest relationship between self
esteem and the dimensions of famity background involves
family relations" (p. 126). Bachman sLated, however, that
his index of family reLations was subjective and should be

considered in that J-ight.

O'DonnelL (1976) studied I38 eighth graders and 139

eleventh graders in order to see if a developmental process

existed whereby self esteem of young adolescents was more

closely related to feeLings toward parents, while self
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esteem of older adolescents was more closely related to

feelings tor¡ard best friends. Instruments used in the study

included the Inventory of FamiJ.y Feelings r¡ith regard to
parents and best male and female friends, and the Tennessee

Self-ConcepÈ ScaIe. Results indicated that self esteem was

significantly related to parents and friends of adoLescents

for both age groups. Feelings to!¡ard one's parent.s,

however, were found to be more closely related to self
esteem !han were feelings toward friends. This relationship
was found to decrease some$¡hat for oLder adoLescents.

Himes-Chapman and Hansen (1983) studied differences in
perception of family relations and self-concept among

adolescenLs in youth homes, mental health institutions, and

a normal group. Results indicated that significant
differences existed bet¡,reen groups in the adolescent's
perceptions of family environnent, parent-child

relationships, and self-concept. The normal, group was found

to score highest in all areas of self-concept. Their family
environment was considered to be functional, and a clear
communication r,ra s found to exist beLween family members.

High cohesionf 10!¡ conflict, a clear sense of morality and

ethics, realistic achievement expectaLions¡ and a clear
structure of family ru1es, r e spon s i b i J. i L i e s , and activity
involvement was found to exist in the normal group's family

environment. In addition, adoLescents in the normal group

pereeived their parents as more loving, less rejecting, and
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as having more moderate levels of demanding behavior.

Parents were also seen as directing less casual behavior

tor,¡ard their children. Himes-Chapman and Hansen concLuded

that both the f amiJ.y environment, and parent-child
relationships t¡ere important contributors to adolescents'
posi t ive self -concepts.

Other research similarly attests to the important role
the famiLy plays in relation to self esteem (u.g., Bahr &

Martin, 1983). Rosenberg (1965) in a survey of 5,024 New

York State high school students found that high setf esteem

vras related Lo parental interest: interest in the

adolescent's friends, academic performance, and contribution
to mealtime conversation, Reasoner (1983), suggested the

importance of a warm, empathic environment being conducive

to the development of positive feelings of personal worth in
children.

Coopersmith (1967) found three situations associated with
high self esteem in a group of boys aged 10-12: parental

acceptance, clearly defined and enforced limits on the

child's behavior, and respect and tatitude for individual
action within existing defined Iimits (p. 236). parents of
high self esteem boys manifested a \,¡arm inLerest in t.heir

child's welfare, and regarded their sons as s!.gnif icant
individuals. These parents were less permissive, enforced

rules consistently, and demanded high standards of behavior.
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Coopersmith suggested that standards set by both parents

and teachers were extremely relevant to lhe deveJ-opment of

self esteem, since such standards serve as a means of

measurement of self progress and confirmation of competence

to the chiId. In addition, standards indicate to the

growing child that others take an interest in them. On the

other hand, lack of appropriate standards may serve to
indicate to the chitd that they are not worth bothering

about. Rosenberg (1965) suggested that extreme parental

indifference may be associated with lor.¡er self esteem, and

further, that extreme parental indifference may be more

deleterious than punitive parental. reactions,

It appears that family satisfac!ion, and satisfactory
parentaL child-rearing behaviors share important

relat j.onships to favorable self esteem. In order to clarify
these relationships it seems obvious tha! we must understand

the underlying dynamics of the individual's family
envi ronment .

Bronfenbrenner (1974t 1979) suggested the need to
consider the child's ecology, i.e., the enduring environment

in which the child lives, for further development of
knowledge and Èheory on the process of human development.

Such is the case for self est.eem. The ecological model

points to the importance of sociocultural influences
directing the behavior of parents as socializers of lheir
growing children, thereby affecting the individual's
development,
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Sronten¡renner (1979) likened the ecoLogical environmenL

!o a set of nested structures in which the innermost level
contains the developing person. Equally important are the

connections that exist beteeen others present in the

setting, and their links and effects on the growing

individual. Àccording to Bronfenbrenner, interconnections
apply within as well as between settings. Bronfenbrenner

suggested that it is possible to view this compJ_ex of

systems "as a manifestation of overarching patterns of
ideology and organization of the social institutions common

to a particular culture or subculture" (p. 8), For example,

when one examines and compares systems characterizing
socioeconomic status groups, ethnic, and religious groups

one is able to describe and recognize ecological properties

as environments for human development.

According to Bronfenbrenner, the effectiveness of parents

carrying out their child-rearing roles within the family
setting is dependent on factors such as role demands,

stresses, and support from different settings. Therefore,

external factors play a crucial role in parents evaluating
lheir own ability to function adequately. Very few people

can raise legitimate doubts as to the importance of studying

rel-ations between sociocultural influences, and their
effects on the developing individual. The need to consider

an individual-'s development as a function of their
interaction !¡ith their environmenl is both relevant, and

important in the area of self esteem.
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Summarv

The relationship of sex differences in self esteem is
inconsistent, as is the reLationship of socioeconomic status
to self esteem. It appears, however, that family
satisfaction, and satisfactory parentaJ. chitd-rearing
behaviors share important relationships to self esteem.

In considering socioeconomic-status differences in self
esteem, Rosenberg (1965), suggested the need to consider

intervening variables, i.e., differential group norms

particular Lo each class. He suggested that differences in
child-rearing attitudes may differ between social classes

thereby giving rise to social class differences in self
esteem, In support. of this notion, Kohn and CarrolI (1960)

found that middle-class fathers tended to be more supportive
of their sons than working-class fathers. It seems Iikely,
therefore, that differences in family satisfaction, and

parentaL child-rearing behaviors between classes may be

giving rise to socioeconomic-status differences in self
esteem when they occur, SimilarIy, differences in family
satisfaction and parental child-rearing behaviors, may be

giving rise to sex differences in self esteem when they

occur. For exanple, if the family subscribes to traditional
attitudes toward Lhe sexes, and these attitudes are

internalized by the chi1d, the child's seLf èsteem may be

positively or negatively affected. Consideration of these

factors can shed Iight on the possible relationships between

socioeconomic status, sex, and self est.eem.
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The Present Studv

The present study looked at Jel¡ish adolescent self esteem

in contemporary society in the hope of shedding light on the

relationship between self esteem and 1) sex differences, 2)

socioeconomic status, 3) family satisfaction and 4) parentaL

chiLd-rearing behaviors. In addition, the study

investigated Jewish identity and its relationship to self
esteem. Jewish adolescents were selected for this study

because Iiterature has suggested that Jews tend to have warm

and close family relations (".9., Sklare, 1971), In

addition, Jews have been shovrn to possess high self esteem.

Rosenberg (1965), for example, in a study of 5,024 high

school juniors and seniors from ten high schools in Ner,¡ york

state, found that Jewish adolescents scored significantly
higher in self esteem than both Prot.estant and CathoLic

adofescents. Bachman ( 1970 ) , in a study of 2,213 tenth
grade adoJ.escent males, found that Jewish males scored

higher in self esteem than any other religious subgroup.

These findings with respect to high self esteem among Jet¡s

are simiLarly supportêd by other research (u.g., Ànisfeld,
Bogo & LâmberL, 1962). The author felt that high self
esteem in Je¡vish adolescents would be positivel-y related to
satisfactory family relations, satisfactory parental child-
rearing behaviors, and Jewish identity.
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The Jewish Family in Winnipeq

At the end of 1850 there were only a few hundred Jews

residing in Canada. These Jewish immigrants were primariJ.y

immigrants from England and Germany and were similar to
Ànglo-Canadians in terms of dress, demeanor, world viev, and

public behavior. The major difference between Anglo-

Canadians and west European Jer¿ish immigrants was reLigion
(raIten, 1977l,. The Jewish population in Canada rose from

2,400 (1881) to 120,000 (1919) with an influx of Easr

European Jews. This influx changed lhe relations between

Jer.¡s and ÀngIo-Canadians since the East-European Jewish

immigrants were far Iess assimilationist than West European

Jews (KaIIen, 1977).

Jewish immigrants arriving in Manitoba in the 1870's and

early 1900's settled predominantly in Winnipeg where they

entered into private business or the professions (oriedger,

1975t 1976). The majority of these Jewish immigrants were

primarily from East European shtetls and Russia. In

Winnipeg, their primary sile of settlement was the north-
end. with increasing socioeconomic status, many Jews moved

from the north-end into the suburbs of West Kildonan and

River Heights. Presently 35% of. Winnipeg Jervs reside in
West Kil-donan and 32% reside in River Heights. Today, Jews

enjoy the highest socioeconomic status of any group in

winnipeg (oriedger, 1980 ) .
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The influence of the Jewish family is paramount in the

adolescent's Iife. The tradi!iona1 Jer,¡ish famity unit was

an extended family. Today the Jewish family has shifted
much more to a nuclear unit (Sk1are, 1971\. Many of the

traditional patterns of family interaction, however, have

been maintained. Home life differs in many respects from a
generation or t\,¡o ago. In the past I Je!¡ish immigran!s of ten

had families of six or more children. Today, most Jer,¡ish

families have only two children (Greenberg, 1983).

Jewish family life involves great warmth, respect,

affection and the upholding of certain traditionat values

such as mutual responsibility, friendliness, 1ove,

charitableness, toLerance, hospitality, honesty, sobriety,
and modêration (Ediden, 1947). skl-are (1921) suggested that
the Jewish family has a distinct form with member's roles
consisting of historical antecedents. For example,

historically, family roles were clearly demarcated.

Learning was considered to be the realm of the male.

Mother, and vrhen necessary econornic provider, was considered

to be the realm of the femaLe. Learning was considered to
be "the primary criterion of social status".

There is littIe question as to the traditional importance

attached to the male in Jewish culture. Zboior+ski and

Herzog (1952), and creenberg (1983) for example, suggested

that Judaism is a patriarchal religion and culture. Sigat
(1977) suggested that Judaism possesses distinct efements of
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"male chauvinism". Klein (1980) suggested that aspects of

Jewish identification do not enhance self esteem for
females.

EducaLion is extremely important in Jewish upbringing
(Oonin, 1972, Frieman, 1965). The Jewish system assumes a

universal- education for males and idea11y, all males should

be educated to their potential. This notion has changed

Iiltle over time (SkIare, 1971\. In the past, Jewish

immigrants sought to educate their children in public

schools, however, over time, different forms of Jewish

schooling began. Today, both Hebrew and Jewish parochial

schools exist. Such schooLs serve to instill Jewish

identity to their members r+hile at the same time offering an

agenda of secular subjects (SkLare, 197 1),

High cohesion exists within the Jewish family and despite
the strains of modern time Jewish families still maintain a

high degree of closeness. Familiasm is very much present

among Je!¡s. Sklare ( 1 971 ) , for example, suggested that
Norman RockweII's sentimental pictures reflecting kinship
gatherings are more typical of Jewish families/today than

they are of Protestant families. The Jewish family acts and

makes up a kind of naturaL community. Sklare (197 1)

believed Lhat one's Jewish identity is acguired through such

community. Jewish identity may be referred to as one's

sense of self \,¡ith respect to being Jer¿ish (Himmelfarb,

1982). Since the Jewish farnily is the main vehicte for the
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transmission of Jer,¡ish cultural identity, one would expect

that Jewish adol-escents who conform to family traditions
would experience much approvaL from their families. This in
turn might lead to more favorable self esteem.

In addition to the family, Jer,rish friends al-so serve as a

type of extended family reinforcing feelings of
cohesiveness. Jews Learn from an early age that they share

a common ancestry and that lhey are connected !¡ith aII other
Jerl's. Jewish phiLanthropic work demonstrates this premise

(cay, 1965). The Jewish f amiJ.y, then, is not an isolated
entity for it exists within the targer context of community,

Sklare (1971) suggested that Jewish identiry has

motivated the establishment of a communal structure
unparalleled in the larger society Iargely because it
reflects iÈs own speciäl character of Jevrish culture. It is
the Jews' desire to maintain their own group as well as

strong communal traditions that have helped to create this
subcommunal structure. Jewish holidays and customs help to
impress on the growing child the ideals of Judaism. pesach,

for example, stands for liberty, Shavuoth for love of

Iearning, Hanukkah for independence, yom Kippur for
forgiveness, Sabbath for freedom and joy, Bar Mitzvah for
responsibiJ.ity. The Menorah symbolizes light, unity, and

tradition (ndiden , 1947) .
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The Synagogue exists primarily for its family members but

aLso shares the responsibilities of the Jewish community.

Synagogues often sponsor Jewish study programs with the

major focus on Jewish learning for children. In addition,
congregations often sponsor youth clubsf young adult clubs,
as well as cLubs for the elderly. Such organizations
provide links between members (SkIare | 197 1). Jewish

organizations contribute t.o organized Jewish cuLture. The

existence of rnany different organizations reveaLs the vast

diversity of Jewish l-if e. Organizations provide a Iink for
Jewish friendship networks and, in addition, serve to expand

the growing individual's knowledge of identity.

One can see the important role that the Je¡¿ish communi!y,

in addition to the family, plays in transmitting a sense of
Jewish identity and pride. In Winnipeg, organizations such

as the Young Men's Hebrew Àssociation, B'nai Brith youth

Organization, United Synagogue youth, as well as countl-ess

other Jewish organizations serve to expand and develop the
growing individual's identity. Lewin (1948) believed that
it is inportant for individuaLs to be welÌ grounded in their
culture. According to Lewin, "such an early build-up of a

clear and positive feeling of belongingness to the Jewish

group is one of the few effective things that Jewish parent.s

can do for the later happiness of their children" (p. 183).

Researchers such as Ànisf eJ.d, Monoz and Lambert (1966),

Ðriedger (1975), Geismar (1954) | Janov tlóeOl r and segelman
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(1967) have written on the subject of ethnic identity, many

with a particuJ.ar interest in Jev¡ish identity. Most studies
\,rere concerned with cultural identity factors.

LazerwíLz (1953) found the follor,ring to be significantly
correl.ated with Jewish identification: attendance at a

synagogue on Rosh Hashanah, over-al1 religious behavior

score, Jer,¡ish organizational activity score, combined Jewish

ÀppeaI activity score, intentions concerning Jewish

education for children, remaining at home on Rosh Hashanah,

affiLiation with congregation, conviction of belonging to a

particular Je¡,¡ish denomination without formaL af f iì.iation,
intenti.on of having daughters participate in confirmation
ceremonial, intentions of preparing sons for Bar Mitzvah

ceremony, number of Jews among one's five closest friends,
attendance at passover Seder, holding an office in a Jewish

organization, subscription to and reading of Jewish

periodicals, predominance of Jews among one,s social
companions, and social distance scale score.

Ðriedger (1976) compared seven winnipeg ethnic groups

(Í.e., French, Jewish, Ukranian, German I poLish,

Scandanavian and British) in relation to ingroup

affirmation, ingroup denial, ideal self-identity, and real
self-identity. Subjects in the study !¡ere undergraduate

University of Manit.oba students. Ethnic affirmation may be

referred to as the degree to r¡hich ethnic group members have

identified ¡{ith the ethnic support provided by their
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ingroup. The results indicated that strong ingroup

affirmation !¡as present among French and Jewish students.
According to Driedger, French and Jewish self-identity
appears firmly based in their ingroup cultures in Manitoba.

Klein (1980) looked at Jewish identity and seLf esteem.

She found that Jews with posiLive identity actively
participated in Jewish holidays, accepted their body image,

had Jews among their closest friends, associated valued

personal traits with their Jewishness, expressed a

willingness to defend Israel in the event of possible

annihilation, and !¡ere connected to their Jewish past in
terms of identification with a historical or mythical Je¡,¡ish

figure. Those individuals who possessed positive idenLity
had significantly higher self esteem than those who did not.
Rutchik (1968) studied self esteem and Jewish identification
in adolescents. He found that those adolescents who were

strongly identified with their Jevish group were more likely
to possess high self esteem than those adol-escents who were

Iess identified with their group. In addition, Rutchik

found higher identification, but overatl Iower seLf esteem,

among females than maIes,

It would appear that the Jewish famiLy, parental- child-
rearing behaviors and identity are all possible factors
relating to the Jesish adolescent's favorable self esteem.

In light of the infornation presented above, the following
six hypotheses were formulated:
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Hvpothes i s ]

Mean self-esteem scores of Jewish adolescents will vary

between sex with Jewish males having significantLy more

favorabLe self esteem than Jewish femaLes.

Hvpothesis 2

Socioeconomic status, as measured by the Blishen
(socioeconomic) index, will correlate positively with self
esteem.

HvÞothesis 3

Family satisfaction will correlate positiveJ.y with self
esteem.

HyÞothesis å

Self esteem wiLl correlate positively !¡ith Acceptance

(Chitdren's Report of parent Behavior Inventory-CRpBI ) by

both parents and l¡ilL correlate negativety with
Psychological Control and Firm Control (CRp¡f ) by both

parents .

Hvpothesis !

Jewish identity will. correlate positively with self
esteem.
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HvÞothes i s 6

FamiIy satisfaction and CRPBI variabLes wiIl be better
predictors of self esteem than socioeconomic status and sex

var iables .



CHAPTER 2

METHOD

The following information describès sarnple

charac!eris!ics such as: sample size, sexr â9ê, Canadian

birth and residence status (i.e., North versus South

winnipeg), Jewish affiliation and congregation, parentaL

status, parental education and occupation, educational and

vocational intentions, parentaL Jewish birth status, and

religious observances. These sample characteristics were

included because, in terms of ecological factors, they are

sal ient variables.

Subiects

A sanpLe of 255 junior- and senior-high school students

from Joseph I,lolinsky Collegiate, a Jewish parochial school

in- Winnipeg, Manitoba, served as subjects in this study.

Male subjects constituted 47.1% (n=120) of. t.he sample while
females constituted 52.9% (n=135). The age distribution of
the sample was: eleven-year-oLds 1.2% (n=3) of the sample,

tÌrelve-year-olds = 23.9% (n=61 ), thirLeen-year-olds = 22.4%

(n=57), fourteen-year-oIds = 22.7% (n=58), fifteen-year-olds
= 12"2% (n=31), sixteen-year-olds = 7.8% (n=20)f seventeen-

year-olds = 9.4% h=24), eighteen-year-olds = .4% (n=1).

38-
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Canadian Birth and Residence Status

Demographic information revealed that 91% (n=232) of the

sample had been born in Canada, Of the sample 50.2% (n=128)

resided in the north-end of Winnipeg, 49.8% (n=127 ) resided

in the south-end of Winnipeg. A one-tailed !-test. revealed

that Jews of the south-end had significantly higher

socioeconomic status as measured by the Blishen

socioeconomic index (V. = el .6), than Jews of the north-end
(U = 61.2). This is consistent with previous findings (see

Drieger, 1980).

Jewish Aff iliation and Conqreqat ion

Jewish affiliation was: Orthodox 9,4% (n=24) ,

Conservative = 76.5% (n=195), neform = 7,5% (n=19), other =

3.5% (n=9), no affiliation = 3.1% (n=8). Àbout 60.4%

(n=154) of the sampJ-e belonged to the two largest Jer¡ish

congregations in Winnipeg, i.e., Rosh pina Synagogue = 32.9%

(n=84), and the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue = 27.5% (n=70), Of

the remaining 39.6% (n=101), 11.8% (n=30 ) belonged to rhe

Bnay Àbraham Synagogue, 7.1% (n=18) belonged to the Beth

Israel HSBÀ Synagogue, and 12.9% (n=33) belonged to other
various smaIl Jewish congregations in Winnipeg, À smal1

percentage of the sample (3.1%, n=8), indicabed that they

beJ-onged to a Je¡rish congregation not listed in the

demographic questionnaire, and the remaining 4.7% (n=12)

indicated that they did not belong to any Jewish

congregation.
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Parental Status

Of the sample 97.3% (n=248), had parents who were both

1ivin9. Respondents indicated thar 83.5% (n=2j 3 ) of their
parents were married, 5.9% (n=15) indicated that their
parents were separated, 8.2% (n=21) indicated that their
parents v¡ere divorced, and 2.a% (n=6) failed to respond to
the guestion.

Parental Education and OccuÞation

The educational. Ievels of subjects' mothers were as

foLlowsz 17.3% (n=44) professional post-graduate, 35.3%

(n=90) University graduate, 12.9% (n=33) some University,
7,1% (n=18) technical/comrnunity college graduate, 2.4% (n=6)

some technical col1ege, 20,4% (n=52) high school graduation,
4,7% (n=12 ) some high school . The educational levels of
subjects' fathers !¡ere as follows: 42.4% (n=108)

professional post graduate, 25.1% (n=64) University
graduate, 7.5% (n=19) some University, 3.9% (n=10)

technical/community college graduale, 2.7% (n=7 ) some

technicaL college, 9,8% (n=25) high schoot graduation, 4,7%

(n=12) some high school , .4% (n=1) grade eight or less, and

3.5% (n=9) faited to respond to the question.

Subjects indicated that 72.9% (n=186) of their mothers

lrorked¡ 27.1% (n=69) indicated that their mothers did not

work. Of the total number of mothers, 38.4% (n=98 ) were
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professionals, 23.1% (n=59) r,¡ere involved in business, and

11.4% (n=29 ) were invoLved in other r¿ork. Subjects

índicated that 94.9% (n=242) of their fathers workeð,, 2.4%

(n=6) indicated that their fathers did not work; anl 2.7%

(n=Z) faited to respond to the question, Of the total
number of fathers, 54.5% (n=139) were professionals , 27.9%

(n=71) were invoLved in business, and 12.6% (n=32) were

i nvol.ved in other work.

Educat ional and Vocational Intentions

À11 100% (n=255) of the maLe and female subjects
indicated lhat they planned to go to University after
graduating from high school . Àbout 60.4% (n=154) indicated
that they had made an occupational choice. Of this 60.4%,

89% (n=137) indicated that they would tike to be some kind
of professional, 4.5% (n=7) indicated that they woutd like
to be involved in business, and 6.5% (n=10) indicated that
lhey would like to be involved in something other than being

a prof.essional or in business.

Parental Jewi sh Birth Sta t us

About 92.5% (n=236) of the sample indicated that their
mother was .lewish by birth, 7.1% (n=18) indicated that their
mother was a Jewish convert, and .4% (n=1) indicated that
their mother was non-Jewish. Of fathers, 98.0% (n=250) were

Jewish by birth, .4% (n=1) were Jewish converts, ,B% h=2)
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were non-Je!¡ish, and ,8% (n=2) failed to respond to the

question.

Reliqious Obse rva nc e s

About 32.2% (n=82) of the sample indicated that their
family did keep Kosher at home | 67.8% (n=173) indicated lhal
Lheir family did not keep Kosher at home. Àpproximately

91 .4% (n=233) indicated that they did not keep Kosher

outside of their home, and 8.6% (n=22 ) indicat.ed that they

did keep Kosher outside of their home.

OnIy 2% (n=5) of the sample indicated that they were

completely observant of shabbat , 67.5% (n=172 ) indicated
that they were somewhat observant of shabbat, while 30.5%

(n=78) indicated that they were not aÈ all observant of

shabbat. Of the 67.5% w}:,o indicated that they were somewhat

observant of shabbat | 78.5% (n=135) indicated that they

observed more than one of the folLowing practices in their
home: Iighting shabbat candl-es, reciting Kiddish, family
shabbat dinners, attending shabbat services at synagoguè on

a regular basis. Approximately 8.1% (n=14) indicated that
they only Iight shabbat candles, 10.5% (n=18) indicated that
they only had family shabbat dinners, 1.7% (n=3) indicated
that they only attended shabbat servÍces at synagogue on a

reguJ.ar basis, and only 1.2% (n=2) indicated that they

followed other practices not listed in the demographic

quest i onna i re.
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Usable Data

In total, usable data lrere collected from 100% of t.he

subjects. In the rare event whereby a subject accidentally
Left out a response to one of the scalesf their response v¡as

estimated by averaging five of their classmates responses to
that particular item. Omitted responses \,rere rare, since

the experimenter and his assistant quickJ.y checked to make

sure each subject had responded to all items in the test
booklet at the end of each session. In the case of father-
related CRPBI variables only 113 of 120 males responded, and

only 129 of. 135 females responded, because their father had

died or because they had not Iived with their father for a

Iong t ime.

In a smalL number of cases, the father,s occupation was

not listed. Since it ¡,ras necessary to knon the father's
occupation for the Blishen socioeconomic index his
occupation r¡as estimated if the subject had indicated their
fatherrs education. For example, if the subject indicated
that their father was a professional post-graduate, it was

assumed that the father was a professional and an

appropriate Blishen index was assigned, In the event that
no information was given with respect to occupation or

education of the fathèr (due to death for example), and

information vas given with respect to the mother,s

occupationr the appropriate Blishen index was assigned for
the mother ' s occupation.
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I nst rumentat i on

Four testing instruments were selected to obtain the
necessary information concerning each subject's self esteem,

family satisfaction, report of parental child-rearing
behavior, and Jêwish identity. In addition, a demographic

questionnaire t¡as included with the package of instruments

to determine rel-evant information about each subject. e

question about father's occupation I'as included in the

dernographic questionnaire so that an appropriate Blishen

soc ioeconomic index could be assigned,

SeLf-Esteem Scale (Rsn)

This scale was selected as the inslrument to collect
self-esteem scores of the subjects (Rosenberg, 1965). The

scale attempts to achieve a unidimensional index of global
self-esteem based on the cuttman mode1. The scale has a

test-retest reliability of .85 (Silbert & Tippett, 1965), a

reproducibiJ-ity of .92, an item scaLability of .73, and an

individual scalability of .72. Rosenberg developed the

scale using his original sample of. 5,024 high school junior-
and-senior adolescents from ten randomly seLected schools in
New York State.

Subjects are asked to respond to ten statements dealing
with hor,¡ they feel about themselves. To obviate
acquiescence, five statements are positively phrased, and
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five statements are negatively phrased. Statements are

rated on a four point scale with response categories ranging

fron strongì.y agree to agree to disagree to s!rongly
disagree. The responses can be scored using either the

Guttman or Likert procedure (see Appendix À for a copy of
the RSE, and scoring procedures).

Familv Satisfaction

This scale ¡vas selected as the instrument to collect
family satisfaction scores of the subjects (o1son, McCubbin,

Barnes, Larsen, Muxen, & WiIson, 1985). The scale provides

a unidimensional measure of family satisfaction by summing

scores across items. The Cronbach alpha for reliability of

the scaLe is ,92, and test-retest reliability (based on a
five-week period) is .75. Subjects are asked to respond to
fourteen statements dealing with how satisfied they are with
various aspects of their family. Statements are rated on a
five-point scale ranging from dissatisfied to somewhat

dissatisfied to generally satisfied to very satisfied to
extremely satisfied (see Appendix B for a copy of the Family

Satisfac!ion scale and scoring procedure).

Children's ReÞort of Parent Behavior Inventorv (CRPBI )

Originally designed by Schaefer (1965) and later
shortened by Schludermann and Schludermann (1970), this
scale was seLected as the instrument to collect adolescent
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reports of parenLal chiLd-rearing behavior. Factor analysis
of Schaefer's (1965) original inventory and Schludermann's

shorLened vers j.on revealed three major facLors: Acceptance

versus Rejection (¡R); psychologicat Control versus

PsychoLogical Àutonomy (eC); and Firm Control versus Lax

Control (LC). Due to the high replicability of the CRPBI's

factor structure (Schludermann and Schludermann , 1970), the
results of the CRPBI are described in terms of the three
factor dimensionss ÀRr pC¡ LC.

Schludermann and Schludermann's original scale contained
216 items: 108 items regarding mother, 108 (identical) items

regarding father. Since time and attention constraints on

the part of subjects would not permit the asking of aII 216

items (in addition to all other measures in the study) the
scale was reduced to 30 items regarding mother and 30

(identical) items regarding father. In order to arrive at
the thirty items, ten representative items from each of the

three factors (Àn, pC, LC) l¡ere selected. Statements are
rated on a three point scale with response categories
ranging from a lot like to somewhat ]ike to noL like (see

Appendix C for a copy of the CRPBI and scoring procedure).

Jewish I dent i ty

This scale was devised as the instrumenL to coLlect
Jewish identity scores of the subjects. The items selected
for this scale were chosen after specifically re,rie-wing

studies dealing with Jewish and cultural identity factors
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(Driedger , 1975¡ ceismar, 1953 i LazeÊ:witz, 1953; Rinder,
1959; Segelman, 1967 ) ,

The scale consists of seventeen statements dealing with
Jewish identity, (tapping areas such as parochial education,
language, religion, endogamy, friendship, organizations).
Subjects are asked to read the statements ând indicate their
agreement or disagreement. Statements are rated on a five-
point scaLe ranging from strongly agree to agree to
uncertain to disagree to strongly disagree (see Àppendix Ð

for a copy of the Jewish identity scale and scoring
procedure ) .

Demoqraphic I nformat ion Ouestionnaire

Subjects !¡ere asked to respond to tt¡enty-three
demographic questions. Questions included basic information
about the subject such as their sex, birthdate, birth p1ace,

area of residence, Jewish affiliation, Jewish congregation,
whether or not both parents r,¡ere aIive, parental marriage

status, mother's education, mother's $'ork status, mother's

occupation, father's education I father's work status,
father's occupation. In addition, questions regarding the

subject's future educational and occupational goals were

asked. Subjects were also asked to indicate whether their
mother and father were Jewish by birth, Jewish convert or

non-Jewish. Finally, subjects were asked whether or not

they kept Kosher at home and outside of home, and lrhether or

not they were observant of shabbat, and if so r,¡hat shabbat
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practices Lhey followed (see Àppendix E for demographic

inf ormation ques! ionnaire ) .

Bl i shen Socioeconomic Index

The Blishen (socioecononic) index (nlishen & McRoberts,

1976) sas selected as the instrument to determine

socioeconomic status of the subjects in the present study.
The Blishen index is a system whereby occupations Listed in
Canadian census pubLications are rated in terms of
socioeconomic status. The index was originally calculated
making use of education and income characteristics and is
extensively used in Canadian research (see Appendix F for
some examples as to how lhe Blishen index is assigned to
some occupations mentioned by the adolescents of lhis
study).

Procedure

Before the actuaL testing of subjects at Joseph Wolinsky

Collegiate could take place, it was necessary to obtain
parental permission. A letter !¡as sent to parents asking
their permission to allow their son/daughter to participate
in the study. Only 7 parents refused to aLj.ov their
children to participate (see Appendix G for a copy of the

letter sent to parents).



Subiect Test i nq

The measures used in this study were administered to al_l

students as a stapl.ed booklet of items. The order of the

various measures had been randomized beforehand to ensure

that the presentation of measures did not have an effect on

subject response. Grades 7, I and 9 (eIeven, twelve,
thirteen- and fourteen-year olds), were administered the

test measures in their reguJ-ar classroom. Grades 10, 11,

and 12 (fifLeen, sixteen, seventeen- and eighteen-year
olds), were administered the test measures in the lunchroom

since there were only tr,¡o sections of each senior grade.

This enabled each of the senior grades to be tested at one

time. Àctua1 size for testing varied from approximately 15

to 32 student s.

Testing was performed by the experimenter. A trained
female research assistant !¡as also present in order to
assist the experimenter with the distribution of test
bookLets and, if necessary, to help ans¡,¡er any student
questions during the testing session. In addition,
cl.assroom teachers were also present.

Subjects were visited by the experimenter and his
assistant al their classroom/tunchroom. The experimenter

and his assistant were introduced by the classroom teacher.
The experimenter then thanked the teacher and read the

subject.s the following:
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You will be particípating in some research that
l¡iI1 be examining Jewish adoLescents in

contemporary society. The purpose of this
research is to gather information on Jewish

adolescents with respect to their feelings about

themselvès, their family, and their Je\,¡ishness. I

am going to hand each of you a booklet of various
guestions. Please read the instructions at the

top of each page and answer the questions as best

and as honestly as you can. There are NO right or

¡rrong ans!¡ers for any of the questions. your

participation is voLuntary and anonymous. please

DO NOT write your name on the booklet. Laterf I

will combine your responses to the questions with
many other students responsès to the same

questions so that a statistical anaLysis may be

performed. Are there any questions?

All students presènt agreed to participate. ActuaL testing
tirne varied from approximateLy 20 to 45 ninutes and ran very

smoothly. Students \,rere extremely motivated and very

cooperative



CHÀPTER 3

RE SULTS

OveraII Manova

In order to determine whether any overalJ. sex effect,
age-related effect or sex x age-related effect existed in
the variables in the present study, an overall multivariate
analysis of variance (MANoVA) was performed. Results of the

MÀNOVÀ indicated no overall sex effect (I.¡iIks' Criterion F =

1.16, df = 8,220, p > .32), no overaLl- sex x age-reLated

effect (l¡itks' Criterion F = i.03, d! = 4g,1086.55, p >

.41), but a significant overall age-related effect (witks'
criterion E = 1.88, df = 56,1190.05, p < .0001).

Univariate analyses of variance (ÀNOVÀ) revealed the
existence of a significant age-related effect in the
variable Jewish identity (E = S.56, dl_ = 7,227, p < .0001).
A post hoc Scheffe Lest was employed in order to shed ]ight
on the significant age-related effect. The test revealed

that the fourteen-year-old age group scored lower in Jewish

identity than most other age groups. The test also revealed

that all other age groups did not differ significantly from

one another. Subsequently, it reas decided that the

fourteen-year-old age group should be analyzed separately

- 5'l -



from the other combined age groups (eleven to thirteen and

fifteen to eighteen years), with respect to the Jewish

ident i ty variable.

HvÞothe ses

A statistical anaLysis appropriate to each hypothesis was

performed. This section presents the results of the data

anaJ.yses in terms of the individual hypotheses,

Hypothes i s !

Hypothesis 1 stated that mean self-esteem scores of
Jewish adoÌescents wouJ.d vary betwêen sex with Jewish males

having significantly more favorable self esteem than Jewish

females.

In order to test this hypothesis, a one-tailed g-test
(Likert scores) was performed. Jewish male's scores on self
esteem ranged from 24 to 40 with a U = 31.9. Jewish

femalers scores on self esteem, ranged from 18 to 39 with a

lq = 29.9. Às predicted, the hypothesis was confirmed (t =

4,1,df=253,p<.0001).

Since the Likert scoring format does not specifically
have cut-off points for low, medium, and high self esteem

(but reveals resuLts similar to the cuttman procedure), the

Guttman procedure was used to provide further information as
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to the specific frequency distribution of male and female

subjects scoring low, medium, and high in self esteem.

Figure 1 provides an overall- frequency distribution of male-

versus-female self esteem results classified into low,

medium, and high self esteem.

In order to determine t¡hether a significant difference
existed in self esteem between north-end and south-end

Jewish adolescents, a two-tailed E-test was performed for
both sexes. For north-end males, scores on self esteem

ranged from 24 to 40 r¡ith a U = 32.0. For south-end males,

scores ranged from 25 to 40 with a { = 31.8. For north-end

females, scores ranged from 18 to 38 with a v.= 29.5. For

south-end females¡ scores ranged from 19 to 39 with a U =

30.4. Results indicated no significant difference in self
esteem between north-end and south-end maLe and female

groups (t = ,17, df. = 118, p > .86), and (t = -1 .32, df =

133, p > .18) respectively.

A separate ANOVA was then performed for males and females

in order to determine whether there v¡ere significant
differences in self esteem across Jewish affiliation.
Results indicated no significant difference in seLf esteem

across Jewish affiliation for males (l = 1.42, dL = 4,115, p
> .23), or females (r = .54, df = 4,130, p > .70).
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Hvpothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 stated that socioeconomic statusf as

measured by the Blishen (socioeconomic) index, would

correlate positively with self esteem. Since socioeconomic-

class differences in self esteem have been found to be more

pronounced in males than females (Rosenberg, 1965), the
results for males and females were analyzed separately.

In order to test this hypothesis, pearson correlation
coefficients were calcul,ated between the Blishen index score

and self esteem. For ma1es, scores on the Blishen index
ranged from 26.5 Eo 74.7 with a y. = 64.2. For femaLes,

scores ranged from 31 .1 Eo 74.7 with a M = 64.5. In both
cases, the results faited !o confirm the hypothesis. For

males and females respectivety/ the correlati.on coefficients
were onLy (g = -.11, p > .21), and (r = .03, p > .71).

Pearson correlation coefficients !¡ere then calculated to
examine a possible relationship betÞreen socioeconomic status
(SeS) and family satisfaction for males and females. For

naJ.es, scores on family satisfaction ranged from 27 Lo 70

v¡ith a A. = 48.2. For females, scores ranged from 19 to 70

with a U = 46.1. For males and females respectiveJ.y, the
correlation coef f i.cients were only (! = .004, p > .96), and

(r = .09, p> .29). In both cases, the results failed to
conf ir¡n a relationship.
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Pearson correlation coefficients vrere then calcuLated to
examine a possible relationship between SES and the six
CRPBI variables (on mothers and fathers) for both males and

females. TabLe 1 displays the ranges and means of scores on

the six CRPBI variables for males and females. For males,

the results failed to confirm a relationship between SES and

five of the six CRPBI variables (al1 p > .32). The results
did, however, confirm a relationship between SES and the

CRPBI variable Àcceptance Father (f = .19, p < .05),
although the correlation in this case is weak and may have

occurred by chance. For females, the results failed to
confirm a relationship between SES and aII si* CRpBI

variables (all p > .07). Table 2 displays correLations
between SES and CRPBI variables for males and females. The

table indicates that SES correLated significantly v¡ith the
CRPBI variable Acceptance Father for males on1y. The table
also indicates that SES failed to correlate with the CRPBI

Variable Acceptance Mother, psychological Control Mother,

Firm Control Mother, psychological Control Father, and Firm

Control Father for both sexes.



Table 1

Ranges and means between CRPBI variables for rnâles and fe¡nales

MâIes

Females

ARMl

Note:

1= Aeceptance Versus Rejection Mother

2 = Psychological Control Versus Psychotogical Autonomy Mother

3 = Firm Control Versus Lax Control Mother

4 = Acceptance Versus Rejection Fathet

5 = Psychological Control Versus Psychologícal Autonomy Father

6 = Firm Control Versus Lax Control Father

7 = Range

8 = Mean

R7

L5-30 24.2 LL-26 17.0

t4-30 24 .3 10-28 16. 9

M8

PCM2 FCM3

13-28 20.9 t2-30 23.5

13-30 20.9 10-30 22.9

ARF 
.

PCF"

10-25 15.3 L3-29 20 -5

LO-27 16.0 13-30 20.9

6
!L-È
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Table 2

Correlations between socioeqonomic status and CRpBI varlables

for rnales and fernales

AR-¡'rl Pcr42 FcM3 ARF4 pcF5 FcF6

Males ,04 .04 .09 .19* -.06 ,02

Socioecononic
Sta tus

Females . 08 - .10 -. 09 - ,O2 - , 16 - .L4

n P' .05

No Le:

I = Acceptance Versus Rejection I'lother

2 = Psychologícal" Control Versus Psychological Autonomy Mother

3 = Firn Control Versus Lax Control }iother

4 = Acceptance Versus Rejection Father

5 = Psychological Control Versus Psychological Autonomy Fâther

6 = Firm Conlrol Versus Lax Controtr Father
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Hvpothesis l

Hypothesis 3 stated that family satisfaction would

correlate positively !rith self esteem. Because of the

significant sex differences in self-esteem scores, the
results for males and females were anaJ.yzed separately. In
order to test this hypothesis, pearson correlation
coefficients ¡,rere caLculated bètween family satisfaction and

self esteem. For males, scores on family satisfaction
ranged ftom 27 to 70 with a U = 48.2. For females, scores

ranged f rorn 19 to 70 with a U = 46.1. As predicted, the
hypothesis was confirmed for both males (r = .43, p <

.0001), and females (r = .35, p < .OOO1).

Pearson correlation coefficients were then calculated to
examine possible relationships between family satisfaction
and the six CRPBI variables (on mothers and fathers) for
males and females. Table 1 disptays the ranges and means of
scores on the six CRPBI variables for males and females.

For males¡ the results confirmed a rèl-ationship between

famiJ.y satisfaction and four of the six CRPBI variables:
Acceptance Mother (enU) (f = ,57, p < .0001); Acceptance

Father (anr) (a = .61 , p < .0001); psychological Control
Mother (eCr'a) (¿ = -,27, p < .003); and Firm Control Mother
(fCu) (¡ = -.22, p < .02). The results, however, failed to
confirm a relationship between family satisfaction and

Psychological Control Father (pC¡.) and Firm ControL Father
(FCF). For females, the results confirmed a relationship
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between family satisfaction and five of the six CRpBI

variables: ÀRM (f = .54; p < .0001); ARF (r = .58, p <

.0001); PCM (! = -.19, p < .03); pCF (r = -,24, p < .007);
and FCF (r = -.27, p < .002). The resuLts, however, failed
to confirm a relationship between family satisfaction and

FCM. Table 3 dispJ.ays correlations between Family

Sati.sf action and CRPBI variables for males and females. The

tabLe indicates that for both sexes, ÀRMr ARF, and pCM

correLated significantly with family satisfaction. In
addiLion, the table indicates that FCM correlated
significantly with family satisfaction for males on1y, and

PCF and FCF correlated significantly with family
satisfaction for females only.

À stepwise regression was then perf orrned in order to
determine which CRPBI variables were the strongest
predictors of family satisfaction. Both forward selection
and backward eLimination procedures yielded identical
results. For males, ÀRF was found to be the strongest
predictor (F = 30.09, df = 3,109, p < .0001), followed by

ARM (E = 21 .31, df = 3,109, p < .0001), and FCM (E = 5.55,
df = 3,109, p < .02). When the variable ARF was entered
into the regression, Ê square was equal to .373. when ÀRM

was entered into the regression, Ë sguare increased to .476.
The ent.ry of FCM into the regression increased r square to
only .502. When alI other non-significant predictors were

entered into the regression; pCM, pCF and FCF (aIJ- p > .19),
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Tab1e 3

iables for
males and fe¡nales

ARlfl pcu2 rcot3 ¿nu4 pcF5 FcF6

I'fa1es .57****** _.27**** _.22.L* .61****** _,14 _.09

Fâmily
Satisfaction

Females .54****** _.19* _.09 .5g****rr* _.24*** _ ,Zlx**xx

u ¿ ' .03

** . < 
^)

*** p < .007

**** p < .003

***** p < .002

****** p < . 0001

Note:

1= Acceptånce Versus RejecÈion Mother

2 = Psychological Control Versus psychological AurononÌy MoEher

3 = Firm ConLrol Versus Lax Control MoLher

4 = Acceptance Versus Rejection FaËher

5 = Psychological Controt Versus psychological Auconomy FaEher

6 = Firm ConErol Versus Lax Control Father
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L square increased to only .512, clearly indicating that
these variables were not strong predictors of famiJ.y

sa!isfaction for males. For females, ARF r,¡as found to be

the strongest predictor (F = 32.40, df = 3,125, p < .0001),
followed by ARM (r,= 29.31, df = 3,125, p < .0001), and pcF

(r' = S,99, df = 3,125, p < .05), when the variable ÀRF was

entered into the regression, Ë square was equaJ. to .339.

When ÀRM was entered into the regressionr r square increased

to .454. The entry of pCF into the regression increased q

square to only ,471. When alI other non-significant
predictors were entered into the regression; pCM, FCM, and

FCF (aLl p > .50), a square increased to only .475, clearLy
indicating tha! these variabtes were not strong predictors
of family satisfaction for f ernales. For both males and

females, ARF was found to be the strongest predictor of
family satisfaction, followed closely by ARM. In addition
FCM was found to be a weak predictor of family satisfaction
for males on1y, while pCF was found to be a weak predictor
of family satisfaction for females on1y.

Hypothesis q

Hypothesis 4 stated that sel-f esteem ¡{ouLd correlate
positively \,rith Àcceptance (CRPBI ) by both parents, and

¡,¡ould correlate negatively vith psychological Control and

Firm Control (CRpBi ) by both parents. Because of the

significant sex differences in self-esteem scoresr the

results for males and females were analyzed separately.
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In order bo test this hypothesis pearson correlation
coefficients lrere cal,cuLated between the six CRpBI variables
(on mothers and fathers) and self esLeem. TabIe 1 dispì.ays

the ranges and means of scores on lhe six CRPBI variable for
both males and females. The resul-ts confirmed some of the
predictions about the relationship of favorable self esteem

and paren!aL acceptance for both sexes. For males, the

correlations between self esteem and acceptance by mothers

and fathers were both the same (r = .30, p < .001). For

females, the hypothesis was confirmed with respect to
fathers (r = .25, 2 < .005), but not for mothers. Table 4

displays correlations between CRpBI variabLes and setf
esteem for males and females. The table indicates that for
ma1es, ARM and ÀRF correlated significantly vith self
esteem, while for females ARF only correl-ated significantty
with self esteem. The table also indicahes that for both

males and females PCM, PCF, FCM, and FCF did not correlate
significantly with self esteem. Table 5 displays
intercorrelations bet¡,reen CRPBI variables for maIes. The

table indicates that ÀRM and ARF, pCM and FCM, pCM and pCF,

FCM and FCF, PCF and FCF v¡ere significantly positiveLy
intercorrelated, while ARF and pCF were significantly
negatively intercorrelated. Table 6 displays
intercorrelations bêtween CRPBI variables for females. The

table indicates that ARM and ÀRFr pCM and FCM, pCM and pCF,

FCM and FCF, PCF and FCF were significantly positively
intercorrelated, while ÀRM and pCM, ARM and FCM, ÀRF and
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PCF, ÀRF and FCF vrere signif icantJ.y negativeLy

intercorrelated. À comparison of Table 5 and Table 6

indicales that for both males and females¡ ÀRM and ÀRF, pCM

and FCM, PCM and PCF, FCM and FCF, pCF and FCF were

significantly positively intercorrelated, while ARF and pCF

were significantly negatively intercorrelated. A comparison

of the tables also indicates that ÀRM and pCMf ARM and FCM,

ARF and FCF r,rere significantly negativeì.y intercorrelated
for females, but not for males.
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Table 4

Correlations bet\./een seLf esLeern and CRPBI variables for males and

f enales

AR¡.rl PcMz FcM3 ARF4 pcF5 FcF6

Males .30** -.06 -,09 .30** -.002 .03

Self Es tee¡n

Fenales .10 -,05 .08 ,25* -.08 -.05

x = p <.005

*x= ¿ <.001

Note:

1= Acceptance versus Rejection Mother

2 = Psychologícal Control Versus Psychological Autonomy Mother

3 = Firrn Control Versus Lax Control Molher

4 = Acceptance Versus Rejectlon FaLher

5 = PsychologÍcal Control Versus Psychological Autonorny Father

6 = Firm Control Versus Lax Control Father
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Table 5

Intercorrela t lons bett"een CRPBI variables - males

ARM1 PcM2 FcM3 ARF4 pcF5 FcF6

*P' 
' 03

**¡.000I

No le

1= Acceptance Versus Rejection Mother

2 = Psychological Control Versus Psychologícal AuEonomy Mother

3 = Finn control versus Lax ConErol Mother

4 = Acceptance Versus Rejection Father

5 = Psychological Control Versus Psychologieal Autonorny Father

6 = Firm Control Versus Lax Control Father
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Table 6

InÈercorreLations betr,¡een CRPBI variables - females

ARìll pcMz FcM3 ARF4 pcr5 FcF6

ARM 1,0 _.35*** _,L7* ,36*** _.002 .01

pcM _.35*** 1,0 .39*** .05 ,42¿<*1\ .oo5

FCM -.L7* .39*** 1.0 .04 .05 .40**r(

ARF ,36*** ,05 ,04 1.0 _.24** _.41***

pcF _.002 ,42*** .05 _.24** 1.0 .46**r{

FCF .01 . 005 .40*)+r( _ .41**rr . 46**ì1 1 . o

*.L' 
' 04

*xg< . 006

***p< ,0001

Note :

1= Acceptance Versus Rejectíon Mocher

2 = Psychological Control Versus Psychological Autonomy Mother

3 = FÍr¡n Control Versus Lax Control Mother

4 = Acceptance Versus Rejection FaÈher

5 = Psychological Control Versus Psychological Aut.onony Father

6 = Fírm Control Versus Lax Control Father
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HvÞothes i s 5

Hypothesis 5 stated that Jewish identity would correlate
positively with self esteem. Because of the significant sex

differences in self-esteem scores, the results for males and

females were analyzed separately. In addition, since the
14-year-o1d age group differed significantly in Jewish

identity from most other age groups, the scores for the
14-year-olds were analyzed separately.

À correlation matrix was calculated bet!¡een the seventeen

item scores and total scores. Sixteen of the seventeen

scores correlated significantly with each other and the
total score. One item did not and was therefore eliminated
from the Jewish Identity score (item 7). Subsequently, the
correlation matrix of the remaining sixteen scores vras

factor analyzed with squared multiple correLations as

communality estimates. The principal axis solution
indicated that the factor structure of this questionnaire
was indeed unidimensional. The first principal factor had

an eigenvalue of 6.05, factor loadings from.35 to.71 and

accounted for 36% of the variance. Factors 2, 3, and 4 had

respective eigenvalues of 1.37t 1.22 and 1.11 and accounted

for only 8%,7%t and 6% of the variance. As a result, one

was justified to add the sixteen item scores and use the
resulting total as a Jer,¡ish Identity score as an input for
further analyses.
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In order to test this hypothesis, pearson correlation
coefficients lrere cafculated bet!¡een Jewish identity and

self esteem for four separate groups, i.e., fourteen-year-
old males, other combined male age groups (11 to 13, 15 fo
18 years), fourteen-year-old females, and other combined

female age groups (11 to 13, 15 to 18 years). For the

fourteen-year-oId maIes, scores on Jewish identity ranged

from 32 to 68 with a U = 50.4; other combined mal.e age

groups scores ranged trom 27 to 78 with a U = 55.2. For the
fourteen-year-o1d females, scores on Jewish identity ranged

from 23 to 56 with a U = 4¿.0; other combined femaì.e age

groups scores ranged ftom 26 to 71 with a M = 54.5.

Overall, the results failed Èo confirm the hypothesis for
three of lhe four groups: fourteen-year-old males (¡ = -.19,
p > .30); fourteen-year-old females (r = -,15, p > ,49); and

other combined female age groups (r = .10, p > .30). The

results did, however, confirm the hypothesis for the other
combined male age groups (r = .22, p < .04), although the

correlation in this case is weak.

Pearson correlation coefficients r,rere then calculated to
examine possible relationships betr{een Jewish identity and

family satisfaction for !hè four groups. For 14 year-oJ-d

males, scores on famiLy satisfaction ranged f.rom 27 lo 70

with a A. = 49,5. For the other combined male age groups,

scores ranged from 29 to 69 !¡ith a A. = 47.7. For 14 year-

old females, scores ranged from 32 to 69 with a M = 45.2.
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For the other combined female age groups, scores ranged from

19 to 70 with a U = 46.3. The results faiLed to confirm a

relationship between Jewish identity and family satisfaction
for both 14 year-old males and females (r = .002, p > .99),
and (g = -.01, p > .94) respectively. The results did,
however, confirm a relationship for both mate and female

oÈher combined age qroups (r = .22, p. < ,04), and (r = .21 ,

p < .03) respectively, although in both cases the

correLations are weak,

Pearson correlation coefficients were then caLculated to
examine possible relalionships between Jer+ish identity and

the six CRPBI variables (on mothers and fathers) for maLes

and females. Tab1e 7 dispì.ays hhe ranges and means of
scores on the six CRPBI variabLes for the four groups. For

14 year-o1d males, the results failed to confirm a

relationship beth'een Jewish identity and aLl six CRPBI

variables (a11 p > .15). For other combined maì.e age

groupsf the results failed to confirm a relationship between

Jer¡ish identity and five of the six CRPBI variables (a11 p >

.08). The results did, however, confirm a weak relationship
bet!¡een Jewish identity and Acceptance Mother (f = .23, p. <

.03). For 14 year-old females, the resuLts failed to
confirm a relationship between Jewish identity and four of
the six CRPBI variables (alI p > .37). The resuJ.ts did,
however, confirm a strong relationship betlreen Jewish

identity and Firn Control Mother (r = .62, Þ <.001), and



Table 7

Ranges and means of scores o¡ six CRPBI vâriables for the four groups

14 year-old
males

other combined
male age group

14 year-old
f emales

other combined
female age

ARM1 pcM2 FcM3 ARF4

R7

15-30 24.0

16-30 24.2

L9-29 24.L

14-30 24 .4

M8

No te:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

AccepÈance Versus Rejection Mother
Psychological Control Versus Psychological Autonomy Mother
Firm Control Versus Lax ConErol Mother
Acceptance Versus Rej ection Father
Psychological Control Versus Psychological AuEonomy Father
Firm Control Versus Lax Control Fahter
Range
Mean

LL-26 16.3 L3-27 20.r 18-30 24.r

1L-26 ]-7.? L4-28 2t.2 12-30 23.3

10-24 16.8 13-24 ZO.3 L3-29 22.6

10-28 L6.9 13-30 2r.O 10-30 22.9

PCF,

ro-22 14.8 L5-28 20.2

10-25 r5.5 L3-29 70.6

10-26 16.0 L4-27 20.I

L0-27 16.0 13-30 2L.0

FCF -
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Firm ControL Father (r = .50, p < .02). For the other
combined female age groups, the results failed to confirm a

relalionship between Jewish identity and five of the six
CRPBI variables (atl p > .28). The results did, however,

confirm a weak relationship between Jewish identity and

Àcceptance Father (r = .21, p < .03). Tabte I displays
correlations between Jewish identity and CRpBI variables for
the four groups. The table indicates that the CRpBI

variables Psychological Control Mother and psychological.

Control Father faiLed to correlate with Jewish identity for
any of the four groups. The table also indicates that
Jer¡ish identity failed to correlate with any CRPBI variables
f.or 14 year-oId males; that Jer¡ish identity correlated with
onLy one CRPBI variable (Àcceptance Mother), for the other
conbined male age groupsi that Jewish identity correlated
r,¡ith only two CRPBI variables (Firm Control Mother and Firm

Control Father), for 14 year-old females; and that Jewish

identity correlated with only one CRPBI variable (Acceptance

Father), for the other combined female age groups.

À stepvise regression was then performed in order to
determine whether family satisfaction and/or CRpBI variables
were predictors of Jer,¡ish identity for the four groups. In

the case of 14 year-oId males and females, and the other
combined male age groups, both f orr,¡ard selection and

backward elimination procedures yielded identical results.
For the other combined female age groups, forward selection
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Table B

Córrelations between Jewish identity and CRPBI varíab1es for the

four grou ps

AB-ùfl pcM2 FcM3 A¡F4 pcF5 FcF6

14 year-old .t6 -.08 -.t4 ,25 _.L4 _.25
ma 1es

orher conblned ,23* -.0006 ,10 ,Ig .19 .18
rnal e age gro ps

Je\.'ish id en t Íty

14 year-old ,I9 -.10 .62*>t,t -.11 .06 .50**
females

other combined
fenale age groups -'03 '10 '10 '2r* -'t)9 -'008

* = p < .03

*x=g<,02
*>T* = p < .001

No te:

I = Acceptance Versus Rejection Mother

2 = Psychological Control Versus Psychological Autonomy Mother

3 = Firm Control Versus Lax Control Mother

4 = Acceptance Versus Rejectíon Father

5 = Psychological Control Versus Psychologlcal Autonomy Father

6 = Firm Control Versus Lax Control Father
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and backward eLimination procedures yielded some\,¡hat

different results. Therefore, both f orr¡ard and backward

procedure results are presented for this group.

For 14 year-oLd maIes, the results indicated Lhat neither
family satisfaction (p > .09) nor CRpBI variabtes (a11 p >

.08) were predictors of Jewish identity. For the other
combined male age groups, the results indicated that
Àcceptance Mother (aRU) was the strongest predictor of
Jer,¡ish identity (r = g.80, df = 2,77 r p < .01), f ollowed by

Psychological Control Father (pcF) (E = 3.51, df = 2,77, p <

.06). when ARM was entered into the regression, L square

was equal to .074, When pCF was entered into the
regression, ! square increased to .114, l{hen alt other non-

significant predictors were entered into the regression;
family satisfaction, psychological Control Mother (pCM),

Firm control Mother (FcM), Àcceptance Father (ÀRF), and Firm

Control Father (FCF) (aII p > .45) ! square increased to
only .150. For 14 year-old females, the results indicated
that FCM r¡as the strongest predictor of Jewish identity (n =

14.71, df = 3,18, p < .001), followed by FCF (n = e.06, df =

3,18, p <.02), and family satisfaction (r = 4.37, ð,f. =

3,18, p < .05). When FCM was entered into the regression, r
square was equal to .438. when FCF was enlered into the

regression, Ë square increased to .516. When family
satisfaction was entered into the regression, l square

increased to .6f0. When aII other non-significant
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predictors ¡,¡ere entered inLo the regressioni ARM, pCM, ARF,

and PCF (all p > .19) L square increased to only .690.

The results of the backward elimination procedure for the

other combined female age groups indicated that family
satisfaction !¡as the strongest predictor of Jer¡ish identity
(r = 9.21 , dL= 2,104, p < .003), followed by ÀRM (f = 5.36,

d! = z, 104, p < .02). when family satisfaction and ÀRM were

entered into the regression, r sguare was equal to .086.

When aLI other non-significant predictors vrere entered into
the regression; PCM, FCM, ARF I pCF, FCF, (aII p > .10) r
square increased to only .139. The results of the forward

selecÈion procedure, on the other hand, indicated that ÀRF

was a predictor of Jewish identity (f = S.06, df = 1,105, p
< .03), onty unril ARM (r'= S.59, df = 3,103, p < .02), and

family satisfaction (n = 3.75, df = 3,103, p < .06) were

entered into the regression. When ÀRF was entered into the
règression, r sguare was equal to .046. When family
satisfaction and ARM !¡ere entered into the regression, 4
square increased to .102. The final step of the forward

selection procedure !¡ith aII CRPBI variables entered int.o

thè regression indicated (like the back¡vard etimination
procedure), that the CRPBI variable ÀRM (E = 3.87, df =

6r100, p < .05), and famiì.y satisfaction (¡.= 3.76, df =

6,100, p < .06) were the strongest predictors of Jewish

identity. ÀRF, on the other hand, was found to be a non-

signi f icant predictor (p > . 14 ) .
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Hvpothesis 6

Hypothesis 6 stated that famity satisfaction and CRPBI

variables would be better predictors of self esteem than

socioeconomic status and sex variables. ln order to test
this hypothesis, a stepwise regression on self esteem ¡,¡a s

performed. Both forward selection and backward elimination
procedures yielded identicat results. The hypothesis h,ith
respect to family satisfaction was confirmed (f = 38.3 ¡ df =

2,239t p <.000'l ), but disconfirmed with respect to the CRPBI

variables. As expected, socioeconomic status was also found

to be a non-significant predictor of self esteem. Contrary
to the hypothesis, sex was also found to be a strong
predictor of self esteem (n = 11.74t df = 2,23g, p < .0007).

When lhe variable family satisfaction was entered into
the regression, g square was equal to .144. When the only
other significant predictor, sex, was entered into the
regressionr r square increased to ,184. When a]l other non-

significant predictors Here entered inlo the regression;
CRPBI variables, socioeconomic status, and Jewish i.dentity,
! square increased to only .197, clearJ.y indicating that
these variabLes were not strong predictors of self esteem,

The result.s only partially confirmed the over-all
hypothesis in the sense that family satisfaction (F = 39.30,
ô.f. = 2,239, p < .0001), and sex (F = 11.74, df = 2tT3g, p<
.0007), were found to be significant predictors of self



esteem, \,¡hiLe CRPBI variabl-es (aIl p > .26) and

socioeconomic status (p t ,53) r,¡ere found to be

nonsigni f icant predictors.



CHÀPTER 4

DI SCUSSI ON

The present study looked at Jewish adoLescent sel-f esteem

in contemporary society in order to shed light on the

relationship betvreen self esteem and 1) sex differences, 2)

socioeconomic status, 3) family satisfaction and 4) parental
child-rearing behaviors. In addition, the study

investigated Je¡,¡ish identity and its relationship to self
esteem. In light of reLevant information, six hypotheses

were formulated. The resul-ts of this study in relation to
the hypotheses, as well as in relation to previous research

will now be discussed and placed in perspective.

Sex Di f ferences

Hypothesis 1 stated that nean self-esteem scores of
Jer,'ish adolescents would vary between sex, with Jewish males

having significantly more favorable seLf esteem Èhan Jewish

females. The findings supported this hypothesis.

Àt present, the reLationship of sex differences in self
esteem is inconsistent. Bushf Simmons, Hutchinson and Btyth
(1977-78), and Rosenberg and Simmons (197S) for exampJ.e,

found that females possessed Iess favorable self estêem than

-78-
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males. wylie (1979), and O'MaLley and Bachman (1979) on Lhe

other hand, suggested that differences in self esteem in
males and femaLes are fairly minor. The resulLs with the
presenL sample give clear support to gender differences
showing that Jer¿ish males do possess more favorable self
esteem than Jewi sh females.

In general, there is some evidence which suggests that
mal-es have more favorable self esteem than females (e.g.,
Rosenberg and Simmons, 1975). Specific characteristics of
the Jewish culture, however, may accentuate these

differences. Therefore, consideration of lhe traditional
male role in Jewish culture may help to shed light on the

sex differences found in this study. For example, there is
little question as to the traditionat importance attached to
the male in Jer¡ish culture. Zborowski and Herzog (j952),
and Greenberg (1983) suggested that Judaism is a

patriarchial religion and culture. Sigal (1977) suggested

that Judaism possesses distinct elements of "male

chauvinism, " and Klein ('1 980) suggested that aspects of
Jer,¡ish identification do not enhance seLf esteem for
f ernales.

It seems possible tha t
transmitted by the f arni Iy
growing female, lhat her

internalizes and accept s

att i tudes. Similarly, it

if these cuLtural attitudes are

and larger Jewish group to the

self esteem might suffer if she

these traditional c ul- tura I
seens possibl-e that if Jewish
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males accept and internaLize these attitudes, their self
esteem might be enhanced. It should be noted, however, that
in spite of sex differences in seLf esteemr most girls in
this study did have favorable self esteem, In addition, an

analysis of variance revealed no significant difference in
family satisfaction between sex, and a multivariate analysis
of variance revealed no significant difference in CRPBI

variables be t¡,¡ee n sex.

One can suggest that females with favorable self esteem

might have rejected or at l-east questioned the traditional
attitudes toward females in Jewish culture; similarLy,
females with unfavorable self esteem might have accepted the

traitional altitudes. It is also possible that the famiLies
of girls with favorable self esteem may not subscribe to
traditional attitudes and may encourage their daughters to
have high self-regard.

Since the traditional inportance is attached to the maLe

in Jewish cuLture, and since Orthodox Jews adhere strongest
to Jewish tradition, one might expect Orthodox Jewish

females !o possèss less favorable seLf esLeem than either
Conservative or Reform Jewish females. Similarly, one might

expect Orthodox Jewish maLes to possess the most favorable
self esteem. An analysis of variance conducted for males

and for females revealed no significant differences across

Jewish affiliation in seLf esteem. However, the vast

majority of this sample wâs Conservative in affiliation
(76.5%) and, therefore, no firm conclusions can be drawn.
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CertainJ.y the most relevant finding with respect to sex

differences in self esteem of this study is the fact that,
while boys had more favorable self esteem than girJ_s, both
boys and girLs overaLl ¡¡ere found to possess favorable self
esteem. One, therefore, has to queslion whether or not the
present results truly refLect sex differences in self
e steem.

Favorable self esteem of males in this study was found to
share a relationship with an accepting mother and father.
Favorable self esteem of females on the other hand, was

found to share a relationship with an accepting father only.
À stepvrise regression analysis revealed that an accepting
father was the strongest predictor of family saÈisfaction
for both males and females, followed closely by an accepting
mother. Future researchers should attempt to clarify the
role the father plays in favorable self-esteem developnent

for both males and females. It would appeâr that for Jewish
females, a rejecting father may be more detrimentaj. to self-
esteem deveLopment than a rejecting mother.

Soc ioeconomic Sta t us

Hypothesis 2 stated that socioeconomic status, as

measured by the ¡lishen ( socioeconomic ) index, would

correlate positively v¡ith self esteem. The results did not

support this hypothesis, however, in view of the fact tha!
this sample tended to be socioeconomically homogeneous, this
finding must be viewed cautiously.
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Àt present the reLationship of socioeconomic status
differences in self esteem is inconsistent. Bachman (1970),

Jensen (1972), and Rosenberg (1965) for example, found smaLl

associations between Social class and self esteem among

adolescents. WyIie (1979), on the other hand, suggested

that "the alleged positive association of socioeconomic

level and over-aLl self-regard is not supported by available
investigations" (p.93). Rosenberg (1965) suggested that
social prestige in and of itself is not an adequate anseer

to explain the relationship of social class to self esteem.

He suggested the need to consider differential group norms,

i.e., child-rearing attitudes and values specific to each

sociaL cl-ass. In support of this notion, Kohn and Carroll
(1960) found that middle-class chil,dren tended to have more

supportive fathers than working-c1ass children. Midd1e-

class fathers were found to be more supportive of their sons

than working-cIass fathers. However, middle-cLass fathers
were found to be onLy si.ightly (it at a1l) more supportive
of their daughters than vrorking-cIass fathers. Taking

Rosenberg's (1965) ideas into account, one would expect to
find a relationship between child-rearing attitudes and

socioeconomic status if a relationship existed betr¡een

socioeconomic status and self esteem.

The present study found no relationship between

socioeconomic status and self esteem. FoIlowing Rosenberg's

Iogic, therefore, one would similarly expect to find no
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relationship bet!¡een chiLd-rearing attitudes and

socioeconomic status. Since the prêsent study did not look

directly at child-rearing attitudes of parents, but rather
at parental child-rearing behaviors as perceived by

adolescents, Pearson corre.Lation coefficients were

calculated between socioeconomic status and CRPBI variable
ratings for both males and females.

For males, no significant relationships v¡ere found

between socioeconomic status and five of the six CRpBI

variables. For females, no significant relationships were

found be!!¡een socioeconomic status and any of the six CRPBI

variables. The one CRPBI variable that lras significantly
related to socioeconomic status for mal-es Acceptance Father,
appears consistent with Kohn and Carroll's (1960) finding,
indicating that middl-e-cl,ass fathers tended to be more

supportive of their sons than working-class fathers. The

relationship in the present study, however, was weak with
only 4% of the variance in socioeconomic status being

accounted for by ÀRF, One would, therefore, not expect it
to have a great influence in contributing to socioeconomic-

status differences in self esteem. In addition, the

relaLionship may have occurred by chance. Had the

relationship been stronger, and had oLher CRPBI variables
been found to share strong reLationships with socioeconomic

status, it seems possible that socioeconomic status-
differences in seLf esteen may have occurred.
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Taking Rosenberg's logic a step furtherr pearson

correlation coefficienLs were calcuLated between

socioeconomic status and family satisfaction for both males

and females, in order to invesLigate the possibility of
differences in family satisfaction across socioeconomic

status giving rise to socioeconomic-status differences in
self esteem. Às mentioned, the present study found no

relationship between socioeconomic status and self esteem,

Following Rosenberg's 1ogic, therefore, one would similarly
not expect to find a relationship bet!¡een family
satisfaction and socioeconomic status. For both males and

females, family satisfaction failed to share a significant
relationship to socioeconomic status. WhiIe the author
recognizes that firm conclusions cannot be made with null
results, the present findings which showed no relationship
betv¡een socioeconomic status and self esteem, and virtually
no relationship between CRPBI variables, famiJ.y satisfaction
and socioeconomic status, suggest that Rosenberg's ideas in
this area have merit, and should be further explored with
more socioeconomically heterogeneous samples.

Rosenberg (1979) suggested that any discussion of social
class and se.l-f esteem should note that sociaI-cLass
differences are less salient to children than to aduLts.
Children typically perceive their environment to be

socioeconomicalty homogeneous. In addition, Rosenberg

suggested that socioeconomic status .is psychologically less
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salient to the child than to the adu1t. While adolescents
are somer¡hat more aware of the socioeconomic heLerogeneity
in their environment than children, they do not appear to be

as concerned with it as adults. In order to see if this was

happening in the present sample, pearson correla!ion
coefficients !¡ere calculated bet¡,¡een socioeconomic status
and self esteem with age as a factor. No ctear trènd
emerged, however, sample size was relativeLy smalL in each

age group and, therefore, no cLear conclusions can be made.

Moreover, it should again be emphasized that socioeconomic

variation was quite modest in this study.

Rosenberg (1979) suggested that chitdren from similar
backgrounds Lypically attend the same schools. One wouId,

therefore, expect onJ.y modest variation in socioeconomic

status within a school. while adolescents would be more

1ike1y to encounter a greater range of socioeconomic-

differences within their high school , this does not mean

that they would use this as a major criterion to evaluate
themselves relative to others. For adolescents, other
characteristics like appearance, athletic skills, social
skills and personality may be more salient. Further, even

if upper-socioeconomic-status adolescents judge themseJ.ves

to be superior to their Io!¡èr-socioeconomic-status school-
mates because of soc ioeconomic-status differences, such a

judgment would not imply favorable self esteen, but rather
ar rogance.
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In summary, the present results suggest that
socioeconomic status is of minor significance to self
esteem. However, as previously noted this finding must be

vie¡,¡ed cautiously since this sample tended to be

soc ioeconomical Ly homogeneous.

Fami 1v Satisfaction

Hypothesis 3 stated that family satisfaction would

correlate positively with self esteem. The findings
supported thi s hypothes i s.

Research has demonstrated a relationship betv¡een

satisfacLory family relations and self esteem (".g.,
Bachman , 1970¡. Coopersmith | 1967; and Rosenberg, 1965) . The

present research clearJ.y showed that Jewish adolescents who

were satisfied with their families were more likely to
possess favorable self esteem than Jewish adolescents who

were dissatisfied with their families. The findings of this
study also indicated a strong relationship between family
satisfaction and an accepting mother and faLher. Jewish

males and females who had more accepLing parents tended to
score higher in famiJ.y satisfaction than Jewish adoLescents

who did not have accepting parents. In addition, maLes who

perceived their mothers as being less psychologically and

firmly controlLing were found to score higher in family
satisfaction than males who perceived their mothers as

psychoJ.ogically and firmly controlling. Sinilarly, females
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vrho perceived their mothers and fathers as being less
psychologicalLy controlling and who perceived their fathers
as less firmly controlting, v¡ere found to score higher in
famí1y satisfaction than females vrho perceived their mothers

and fathers as psychologicalLy controlling, and who

perceived their fathers as firmly controlting.

In summary, for both Jewish males and females an

accepting mother and fatherr and a less psychologically
controlling mother, v¡ere found to share a relationship to
family satisfaction. In addition, for ma1es, a Iess f irrnly
controlling mother vas found to share a relationship to
family satisfaction while, for females, a less
psychologicalLy and firmly controlling father !¡as found to
share a relationship to family satisfaction,

A significant finding with respect to family satisfaction
for both Jewish maLes and females, was the fact that the
CRPBI variable Acceptance Father was revealed as the
strongest predictor of famiJ.y satisfaction, followed closely
by the CRPBI variable Àcceptance Mother. These resuLts
again point to the importance of the father and his role in
Jewish upbringing. In addition, an accepting father !¡as

found related to favorable self esteem for both sexes, while
an accepting nother l¡as found related to favorable sè1f

esteem for rnales onJ.y. It seems possible that one of the
reasons Jewish females overall scored so favorably in self
esteem was because of their favorable relationship with
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their fathers. Future research should attempt to explore
vrhelher Jewish females tend to have more accepting fathers
than non-Jev¡ish females, and whether this contributes to
di f ferences in self esteem.

Parental Chi ld-Rear inq Behaviors

Hypothesis 4 stated thaL self esteem would correlate r,¡ith

Acceptance (CRPBI ) by both parents and would correlate
negatively with PsychoJ.ogical Control and Firm Control
(CRPBI ) by both parents. The findings supported this
hypot.hesis with respect to some of the predictions about the
relationships of favorable self esteem and parental

acceptance for both sexes but not with respèct to
psychological and f irm controL.

Stott (1939) suggested the importance of chiLd-rearing
practices for the development of chitdren's self-concepts.
Children who came from homes where acceptance, mutual

confidence, and compatibility existed between parent and

child were better adjusted, more independent, and thought
more positively about themselves than children who did not

come from such home s .

The present study suggests that acceptance by both mother

and father correlates ¡,¡ith favorable self esteem in males,

while only acceptance by father correlates with favorable
self esteem in females. Rosenberg (1965) suggested that the
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feeling that one is important to a significant other is
probably essent.ial to the development of feelings of self-
worth. Conlrary to expectation, psychological and Firm

Control did not correlate significantly r,¡ith self esteem;

however, as previously mentioned, these child-rearing
behaviors were found to share some relationship to family
satisfaction for males and females.

The findings seem to indicate, that for Jewish females,

an accepting father is more crucial to favorable seff-esteem
development than an accepting mother. These resuLts are
consistent r¡ith the finding that an accepting father is the
strongest predictor of famiì.y satisfaction, followed by an

accepting mother for f emal.es. In support of these findings,
Zborowski and Hèrzog (1952) pointed out that the Jewish

father is Iikely to be more demonstrative to his daughter,
while the Jelrish mother is likeJ.y to be more demonsLrative

to her son. The father tended to remain in closer physical
contact vrith his daughter, and in addiLion, as his daughter

approached adolescence, the emotional distance between them

was less marked than the emotional distance bet\reen father
and son (p. 332). The father's occupaLion might also
account for some of the results of this study. For example,

most of the girl's fathers had higher status occupations
than the girl's mothers. Most of the girls indicated that
they had high aspirations for future occupations.
Therefore, it is like1y that girls looked at their fathers,
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rather than their mothers, as role models for occupational
success. Acceptance by their fathers r¿ou1d facilitate the
girls' identification ¡,¡ith their successful faLhers and

wouLd thereby enhance their self esteem.

For the Jewish male, on the other hand, it appears that
having both an accepting mother and father is important for
favorable self-esteem development. Like the females, males

had high aspirations for future occupations, It seems

Iikely, therefore, that the males use their fathers as ã
role model for occupãtional success. The boy identifies
Ì¡ith his father, and internalizes the traditional importance

placed on the male in Jewish culture, while at the same time
trying to ptease his mother and gain her acceptance.

Àcceptance by both parents serves to instil_1 in the boy that
he is a person of worth,

The findings of this study indicaled that Jewish parental
child-rearing behaviors, acceptance underscored, rei-ated

strongly to family satisfaction among Jewish adolescents.
Family satisfaction in turn shared a significant
relationship to self esteen. It r¡ould appear that family
satisfaction is playing a mediating role between self estèem

and parental child-rearing behaviors for Jewish adolescents.
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Jewi sh I dent i tv

Hypothesi s 5 stated that Je!¡ish identity vrould correlate
positively with self esteem. Overall the results failed to
confirm the hypothesis for three of the four groups. It
would appear that Jer,¡ish identity is no! reLated

significantly to favorable self est.eem.

Rutchik (1968) found that favorable self esteem

correlated significantly with Jer¡ish identification in males

but not in f emal-es. The results of the present study are

onJ-y in partiat agreement with Rutchik's findings. Rutchik

aLso found that the identification scores of females were

higher than those of males. The present findings do not

support Rutchik's findings in the sensè that males and

females did not significantly differ from each other !¡ith
respect to Jewish identity (except in the case of 14-year

old maLes and females, where males scored higher than

f emates ) .

The findings of this study indicated that Jewish identity
shared a weak relationship to family satisfaction. For

other combined male and female age groups (11 to 13, 15 to
18 years), family satisfaction was found lo correlate
weakly, but significantly, ¡,¡ith Jewish identity. Jewish

male and femaÌe adolescents who report.ed greater family
satisfaction tended to score higher in Jersish identity.
This relationship vras not found for the 14 year-old male and
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female age groups. However, sample sizes for the 14 year-
old groups were relatively small. Had a larger group been

sampled the relationship may have been found. In addition,
the principal of Joseph t^lolinsky Collegiate regarded this
group as atypical of past 14 year-old age groups. In view

of this, the findings for the 14 year-olds wilI be

deempha s i zed.

The overall findings suggested that parental child-
rearing behaviors do not play a major role in Jewish
identity. For example, the only significant relationship
that r,¡aS found bet.ween CRPBI variables and Jewish identity
for mafes, lras a relationship betl¡een Acceptance Mother and

Jewish identity. Boys who have an accepting Jewish mother

might be more Iikely to identify with her attitudes and

beliefs than they would with a rejecting ¡nother. The only
significant relationship that was found between CRPBI

variables and Jewish identity for females t¡as a relationship
between Acceptance FaLher and Jewish identity. Girls who

have an accepting Jewish father might be more likely to
identify with his attitudes and beLiefs than they would with
a rejecting father. It should be pointed out, however, that
the relätionship between an accepting mother and Jewish
identity for males, and an accepting father and Jewish

identity for females accounted for Iittle of the shared

variance (males = 5%i femal-es = 4%). NevertheLess, in
supporL of these rel-ationships, Zbororvski and Herzog (1952)
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pointed out that the Jewish mother is likely to be more

demonstrative to her son, while the Jewish father is likely
to be more demonstrative !o his daughter (p. 332).

For maJ.es, a stepl¡ise regression anaì.ysis indicated that
an accepting mother was the strongest predictor of Jewish

identity. This finding is consistent with the relationship
found between an accepting mother and Jè\,¡ish identity for
maLes. It Ìras surprising that family satisfaction failed to
be a predictor of .Jewish identity for this group, since

f amiì.y saLisfaction had shared a significant relationship to
Jewish identity. However, the relationship was weak and it
does not appear that it added anything significant to the
regression. For femaLes, a stepwise regression analysis
indicated that family satisfaction and an accepting mother

were predictors of Jewish identity. The finding with
respect to family satisfaction was not at all surprising in
view of family satisfaction's vreak but significant
relationship to Jeh'ish identity for this group. The finding
with respect to an accepting mother was surprising in view

of its non-significant relationship to Jewish identity for
thi s group.

It appears that for Jewish males, an accepting mother

shares a relationship to Je¡vish identity, while for Jewish

females, fanily satisfaction (which correlates strongly !¡ith
an accepting mother and father), and an accepting mother

share a relationship to Jewish identity. Of the importance
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of the Je¡,rish mother !o Jev¡ish identity, Zboror,¡ski and

Herzog (1952) commented:

There is, of course, never an absolute cleavage

between temporal and spirituat affairs. In

ordering the material welfare of her household,

the mother is responsible also for the physical.

aspect of its Yiddishkayt, by which is meant the

totaL way of Iife of the "real, Jel¡s". It is her

duty to insure fulfillment of all the dietary
1aws, to guard against any contamination of Kosher

food by treyf, of milk food by meat food, of
Pesakh food by everyday food. ÀIl the intricate
apparatus of domestic religious observa.nce is in
her keeping. Every menber of the household

depends on her vigilance to keep him "a good Jew',

in the daily mechanics of Iiving. If she is an

efficient and skillful housekeeper, if she

conducts a "Yiddish hoyz", if in addition she

keeps harmony in her family, then she will be

known as the mistress of a "beautifuI household",

a real balebosteh (p. 291-292) ,

Predictors of Sel f Esteem

Hypothesis 6 stated that family satisfaction and CRPBI

variables would be better predictors of self esteem than

socioeconomic status and sex variables. This hypothesis was
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partially confirmed with respect to family satisfacLion and

socioeconomic status but not with respect to CRPBI variables
and sex .

The present study found that famity satisfaction and sex

were the best predictors of seLf esteem in Jewish

adolescents. The CRpBI child-rearing behaviors acceptance ¡

psychological and firm control as weLl as socioeconomic

status were found to be non-significant predictors. The

most relevant aspec! of the present study in relation to
self esteem is the strong showing of family satisfaction as

the major predictor. These results are consistent v¡ith
previous research suggesting the importance of good family
relationships in relation to favorable self esteem (u.g.,
Bachman, 1970; Coopersmith, 1967; and Rosenberg, 1965).

The importance of the sex variable as a predictor of self
esteem in this study was surprising yet not altogether
unexpected in view of the traditionaL importance attached to
the male in Jewish cuLture. It should be noted, however,

that while males were found to possess more favorable self
esteem than females, females overall r¡ere found to possess

favorable self esteem.

The relative unimportance of the CRPBI chiJ.d-rearing
behaviors !¡as surprising in view of the previously mentioned

findings about parentaL acceptance and self esteem.

However, many CRPBI variables, acceptance underscored,
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shared a significant relationship to family satisfaction.
In turn, fanily satisfaction shared a significant
relationship to self esteem. In view of these findings, it
seems possible that famiJ.y sati.sf action pJ.ays a mediating
role between self esteem and parental child-rearing
behaviors for Jewish maLe and female adoLescents,

The finding that socioeconomic status was a non-

significant predictor of self esteem was not at a1I
surprising in view of the previously nentioned findings.
This findingf however, must be viewed cautiousty since this
sample tended to be socioeconomicaLly homogeneous. The

results of hhis study do suggest that one has to consider
other factors (such as differences in child-rearing
behaviors and family satisfaction between social classes)
when considering socioeconomic-status differences in self
esteem. It seems highly unlikely that socioeconomic status
alone produces significant differences in self esteem.

Jer,¡ish identity was also found to be a non-significant
predictor of self esteem. This was not at aI1 surprising in
view of the fact that Jewish identity failed to share a

significant relationship to self esteern in mos! groups. In
addition, in the case where Jer,¡ish identity was found to
have shared a significant relationship to self esteem (i.e.,
11 to 13, 15 to 18 year-old maLes), the relationship was

weak. Jewish identity $¡ãs, however, found to have shared a

weak relationship to famity satisfaction for most males and
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females. In turn, family satisfaction shared a significant
relationship to self esteem. FamiIy satisfaction (as in the
case of CRPBI variables), may be playing some f orrn of
mediating role between Jewish identity and self esteem.

Concludino Remarks

The main purpose of this study was to look at Jewish

adolescent self esteem in contemporary society in order to
shed light on the relationship between self esteem and 1)

sex differences, 2) socioeconomic status, 3) family
satisfaction and 4) parental child-rearing behaviors. In
addition, the study investigated Jewish identity and its
relationship to sel f esteem.

The results of this study indicate that the most

profitable line of f ut.ure inquiry into adolescent self-
esteem deveLopment Iies Ìrithin the area of family reLations.
The results of this study contribute to research

denonstrating a relationship between farnily relations and

self esteem (u.9., Bachman , 1970¡ Coopersmith, 1967; and

Rosenberg, 1965), The results also point to the importance

of considering the child's ecology, i.e., the enduring

environment in which the child 1ives, for further
development of knowledge and theory on the process of human

development (see Bronfenbrenner, 1974, 1979).
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The results of this study clearly demonstrate that
children are not isolated entitities, but rather that they

exist within the larger framesork of their family
environment. Within their family, significant people play
importan! roles. Parental acceptance was found to be a
crucial variabLe on which the adolescent's family
satisfaction was based. In turn, family satisfaction shared

an important relationship to self esteem. parents are

hiqhly significant people in their chiLd's Iife and r¿e

cannot ignore the impact that parents have on their
chiLdren.

The research also points to the importance of considering
the perspective of the child with respect to parental
behaviors. For example, children and parents may differ in
their perception of parental behaviors such as love and

acceptance, psychological control, and firm control .

Parents may feel thaL they are loving and accepting of their
children, but what appears crucial is whether or not the
child perceives this love and acceptance.

Parents play a dual role. They must love and accept

their children yet also provide discipline. parental

disciplinary measures are such that they often put a strain
on the parent-child relationship. The results of this study

suggest that styLe of discipline is less important than

whether the child feels accepted. If children do not feel
accepted, they may very well have difficulty wilh such
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things as self esteem. Those theories that take into
account surrounding family variables appear most useful in
helping to explain the development of the child's self-
esteem.

Future researchers should attempt to clarify the
possibility of expressed self-esteem differences in males

and females. Future researchers shouLd also attempt to
explore the impac! of child-rearing and f amiì.y-relation
differences between social classes in order to assess the
possibility of their contribution to socioeconomic-status
differences in self esheem. The importancè of considering
the child's ecology and its subseguent effects has relevance
to both sex differences and socioeconomic-staÈus differences
in self-esteem. It is the hope of the author that future
research wiJ.J. capitalize on the findings of the present

study and address the many unanswered questions in the area

of self-esteèm development. The search for many of the
answers continues,
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Fee I inqs About Yoursel f

INSTRUCT I ONS :

Beìow is a list of statements deaìing with your general feeì ings aboutyourself, lf you Aqree !¡ith the statement, circìe A¡ if you Sironqly
Aqree, circìe SA; Ìf you Disaqree, c¡rcìe D; if you Strongìy Dïs"qree,circle SD.

3.

4.

ì. 0n the whole, I am satisfíed
with myse I f,

At times I think I am no good
at aì ì.

I feel that I have a number of
of good qual it ies,

I am able to do things as wel I
as most other peop l e,

I feel I do not have much to
be proud of.

I certainly feeì useìess at
times.

I fèel that I'm a person of worth,
at least on an equaì plane brith
others,

I wish I could have more respect
for myse l f,

Aìl in all, I am incìinêd to
feel that I am a faîlure,

I take a pos i t ive att i tude
tor^rard myself ,

Strongl y Strongì y
Agree Agree D isagree D isagree

SDrt

SD

SD!t

SD¡'(

SD

SD

S Drt

SD

SD

SD¡l

D¡lSA

A¡l

D,'r

D¡ì

SA

5A

At(5.

6.

Drl

SArl

SA

SArl

SA

7.

a

o

ì0,

Arl

Drt
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Scor inq Procedures

Positive responses which indicate row serf esteem are indicated byasterisks. The scoring of the items resurted in a six point scale, Scaìe
I tem I was contr ived from the combined responses to ¡tems 3, 7, and g. lfa respondent answered 2 out of 3 or 3 out of 3 positively, he recàived aposÌtive score for Scale ltem l lf he anslrered lout ol 3 or O out of 3positively, he received a negative score for Scale ltem L

Scaìe ltem 2 was contr íved from the combined responses to ltems 4 and !.one out of 2 or 2 out of 2 positive responses were considered positive for
Sca le I tem 2.

Scaìe ltems 3, 4, and 5 were scored sÌmpìy as positive or negative based
on responses to items l, 8, and 10.

scale ltem 6 was contr ived from the combined responses to ¡tems 2 and 6.
one out of 2 or 2 out of 2 positive responses were considered positive,

A llernat ive qcor i nq Procedure The measure can a r so be scored us ing theLikert procedure. For each îtem, respondents arè assigned a score rãnging
from I to 4. ltems l, 3, \, j, and lO are reverse scoied, (fol. 

"*"r[t",on ltem l, ',0n the whole I am satisfied with myself," Strongly Agreä isassigned a score of 4 where Strongly Dîsagree is assigned a ãcåre-of ì).This procedure yÌeìds a totaì score ranging betþreen lO ãnd 40.
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Feel ings About Your Family

INSTRUCT IONS:

Beìow is a I ist of questions deaìing with how satisfied you arê withdifferènt aspects of your famiìy. lf you are Dissatisfied with the
expressed aspect then c i rc le D ¡ if you are Somewhat D i ssat isf ied, then
:l::]:.sq; il you.r.? Ggler?ltv Satisfjed, rhen circTã c5; .r f you are VerySatisfied, then circle VS; if you are Extremeìy Satisfied, then circle-ES.

D issat isf ied Someurhat
D i ssat isf ied

D SD

Response Sca I e

General ly Very Extremely
Sat isf ied Sat isf ied Sat i sf ied

GS VS ES

¿,

How sat isf ied âre you:

I. l¡lith how close you feel to the rest of
your fam i ly?

l,/ith your abiìity to say what you want
i n your fam i ly?

With your fami ly's abi I Ìty to try new
th ings?

llíth how often parents make decisions
in your family?

\,,l¡th how much mother and father argue
with each other?

l,lith how fair thê criticism is in your
fam i ly?

l,lith the amount of time you spend with
your fam i ìy?

l.lith the lray you taìk together to soìve
fami ìy problems?

l.Jith your freedom to be alone when
you lrant to?

l.lith how strictly you stay with who does
what chorês in your family?

ES

ES

ES

ES

ES

ES

ES

ES

ES

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

GS

GS

GS

GS

GS

Êc

GS

GS

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

10. SD

GS

VS ES
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D issat isf ied Somewhat
D ìssat isf ied

D SD

Response Sca I e

Generalìy Very Extremely
Sat i sf ¡ed Sat i sf ied Sat i sf ied

GS VS ES

ì3.

t4.

ì1. |,Jith your familyrs acceptance of your
fr iènds?

!lith how clear it is what your family
expects of you?

lJith how often you make decisions as
a fam ¡ I y, rather than i nd ív i dua I I y?

l./ith the number of fun thÌngs your fami ly
does together?

ES

ES

ES

ES

VS

VS

VS

GS

GS

GS

GS

SD

SD

SD

sÐ

Scor inq Procedure

The measure can be scored using the Likert procedure. For each item,
respondents are assigned-a score ranging from r dissatisf¡ed to 5 extremeìysatisfied. A totaì famììy satisfaction s"ore T" obtained by sumñing acrossthe fourteen Ìtems and yieìds a total score rangíng between l4-70,
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CHILDRENS REPORT OF PARENT BEHAVIOR INVENTORY (CRPBI)
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0uest ionna ire for Teen-Agers

I N STRUCT IONS:

As childrèn grow up to be teen-agers and young adults, they ìearn more and
more ãbout their parents and how their parents are bringing up (or brought
up) tneir sons and daughters. Grown-up sons and daughtãrs-can welì
describe some of their exper iences in their parental famil ies. l.le would
I ike you to descr ibe some of these different exper iences, pìease read each
statement on the foìlowing pages and circle the answer that most cìoseìy
describes the way each of your pãrents acts toward you, BE suRt r0 flARí{
TACH ANSI,JER FOR EACH PARTNT.

lf you think the statement is A ìot ìike your parent, circle L.lf you think the statement is Somewhat !i ¡g your parent, circle SL.if you think the statement is Not ì ike youi parent, circìe NL.

Form for l'lother

ì. lsnrt very patient with me.

2, Wants to know exactly where I am and what I

am do ¡ ng.

3. l,liìl not talk to me when I displease her.

4. Feels hurt when I donrt follow advice.

5, ls aìways tell ing me how I shouìd behave.

6, Spends very l¡ttìe time with me.

7. Believes in having a lot of ruìes and sticking
to t hem.

8. Punishes me for doing somethîng one day, but
ignores it the next.

9. Forgets to help me when I need it.
10. Sticks to a rule instead of aìlowing a ìot of

except iôns.

ll. Doesnrt pay much attention to my mìsbehavior,

12. Ðoesnrt tell me what time to be home when I go
out.

A lot Somewhat Not
L ike L ike L ike

L SL NL

L SL NL

L

L

L

L

L

L

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL
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A ìot Someþrhat Not
Like Like Like

13. Wants me to tell her about it if Idon't like
the way she treats me,

14. Keeps a carefuì check on me to make sure I

have the right kind of friends,

l!. Becomes very involved in my I ife.
16. Aìmost aìways complains about what I do.

ì/. Aìways listens to my ¡deas and opínions,
.l8. Doesn't check up to see whethèr I have done

what she told me.

ll. Thinks and talks about my misbehavìor long after
its over.

20. Doesnrt share many activities with me.

21. Lets me go any place I pìease without asking.

22, Enjoys do¡ng things wÌth me.

23. Says if I loved her, lrd do what she wants
me to do.

24. lnsîsts that I must do exactly as I'm told.

25. Does not insist I obey. if I compìain or protest.

26. llakes her whoìe life center about her children.

27. lf I rve hurt her feelings, stops talking to me
unt í ì I pl ease her aga in,

28. Can be ta I ked into th i ngs eas i ìy,

29. Has more rules than I can remembêr, so ¡s often
pun ish ìng me.

30. l,lill talk to me again and again about
anyth ing bad I do,

NLSL

SLL

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

NLSL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL Nt

L SL NL

L SL NL

NLSL



Form for Father

l lsnrt very patient with me.

2, Wants to knoh, exactly wherè I am and what I

am do ing.

3. Wiì I not talk to me when I displease him,

4. Feels hurt when I don,t fol low advice.

5. ls aìways tel I ing me how I shouìd behave.

6, Spends very lit e time lrith me.

7. Beì ¡eves in having a ìot of rules and st¡cking
to them.

8. Punishes me for doing something one day, but
ignores ít the next.

9. Forgets to help me r,rhen I need it.
ì0. Sticks to a ruìe instead of allowing a lot of

ex cep t ions.

I l. Doesnrt pay much attention to my misbehavior.
.l2, Doesnrt telì me what time to be home when I go

out,

13. l.Jants me to tel] him about it if I don't like
the way he treats me.

14. Keeps a carefuì check on me to make sure I

have the r ight k ind of fr iends.

lj. Becomes very involved in my life,
16. Almost a¡ways complains about þJhat I do,

l/, Always I istens to my ídeas and opinions.

18. Doesn't check up to see whether I have done
what he toìd me.
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A lot Somewhat Not
Like Like Like

L SL NL

L SL NL

L

L

L

L

L

L NL5L

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL ÑT

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

NLSL

SLL

L

L

L

L
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A lot Somewhat Not
Like Like Like

19, Thínks and talks about my misbehavior long after
its over.

20, Doesn't share many actìvities with me.

2I . Lets me go any pìace I pl ease without ask ing.

22, Enjoys doing thîngs with me.

23, Says if I loved him, I'd do what he y,/ants
me to do.

24. lnsists that I must do exactly as l¡m told.

2!. Does not insist I obey if I compìa¡n or protest.

26, llakes hís whole I ife center about his chiidren.

27. lt I rve hurt his feeìings, stops talking to me
until I please him again.

28. Can be ta I ked into th ings eas i ì y.

29. Has more rules than I can remember, so is often
punishíng me.

30, vli I I talk to me again ând again about
anyth i ng bad I do.

NL

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

SL NL

NLSL
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S cor inq Procedure

This measure can be scored using the L¡kert procedure. For each item,
respondents are assìgned a score ranging from I (not I ike) to å (a lot
I i ke) .

To get totãl AR¡I/ARF score, sum across
after reverse scoring items ì,6,9,ì6,20,

(For exampìe, on item 1 'risnrt very patient with me,' not ì ike is assigneda score of f) ' This procedure yields a total ARI4/ARF score ranging betieen
l0-30.

To_ get total g!¡Z!91 score, sum across items, 2,3,\,5,9,1\,19,23,27,30,
This procedure yields a total pCt4lpCF score ranging between lO-3ó,

To get total lCl,l/FCF score, sum across items 7,10,ì1,12,lB,2l ,2h,25,2g,Zgafter reverse scoring items ìì,12,18,2ì,25,28, (For example, on- item 2
'¡doesn¡t pay much attention to my misbehaviorr not r ike is assigned a scoreof .1) , This procedure yieìds a total FCli/FCF score ranging between l0-30.
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Att itudes

I NSTRUCT IONS:

The following questions are questìons where young people may
op ¡ n ions. There are no r ight or wrong anslrers,

lf you 9trofrqly Aqree w¡th the opinion expressed by a given
circìe SAi if you Agree, then cÌrcle A; if you are Uncertain
if you Disaqree, then circle D; and if you Stronqly@,
sD.

have d ifferent

statemènt
then circle U;
then c i rc ì e

Strongly
Agree

SA

Agree

A

ResÞonse Scale

Uncer ta i n Disagree Strongly
D isagree

U D SD

t.

5.

L

7.

A paroch ia I (relÌgiousìy operated)
education ís one of the most
important gifts a family can give to its
ch i i dren.

A paroch ia ì educat ion tends to g ive
one a narrow one-sided viêw of I ife,
The Jewish faith is a real source
of strength.

I t i s impor tant for Jew ¡ sh peop I e
to be regular synagogue attenders.

Being Jewish is something I

acknowledge because of my bìrth,
but I do not feel it important enough
to actively participate in my rel igion.

Unless a Jewish person has good
reasons, he/she should not marry a
non-Jèw under any círcumstances.

fly family seems to take a less
favourab le att i tude toward my fr iends
who are not of the Jew¡sh faith.

SDSA

SD

SD

SD

SD

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

2,

3.

4.

SD

SD
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Strong ly
Agree

SA

Agree

A

Response Sca le

Uncerta¡n Dìsagree Strongìy
D isagree

U D SD

8, Jewish organizatÌons are fine for
oìder people, but they do not meet the
needs of younger peop I e.

9, A strong bond unites thê Jews of
all countries in the worìd.

10. Al i those in my Jewish group shouìd
make an honest attempt to learn
Hebrew andlor Y idd ish.

lì. For me, it makes little difference
as to what reìigion the person I date
be longs to.

'12. Those in my Jewish group shouìd be
consìderably more involved in their
own Jewish organ¡zations thãn in other
organ ìzat ions.

13. A Jew shouìd be proud of being born
of Jewish s tock ,

lA. Jewish customs and observances
are wonderful .

l!. Jewish orgânizations are wonderful
because they aì ìow one to take an
active part in the affairs of oners
Jewish group,

16. lt is important for me to hâve most
of my cìose friends within my Jewish
grouP.

17. Jewish customs and observances are
inappropr iate for the rea I i t ies of
20th century I ife,

SD

SD

SD

SD

SA

SA

SA

SA

SD

SD

SD

SA

SA

SA

SD

SD

SA

SA



Scor ino Procedure

Th is measure can be scored us ing the L ikert procedure.
r.espondents are assigned ê score ranging from å (strongly
(strongìy dissatisfied). Items 2,5,8,,ìì and ì7 are reverse
exampìe, on item 2 I'A parochial education tends to give
one-sided view of I ìfe,¡' strongìy agree is assìgned a icore
procedure yields a total score ranging between ì7-85,
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For each i tem,
agree) to lscored. (F or
one a narrolJ
of .1. This
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Demographi c I nformation

INSTRUCT | ONS I

Pìease provide the following infÕrmation as best as possible, lf you arenot sure of the meaning of a question, Þlease ask for help.

l, Are you _ maìe _ female

2. Hhat ìs your birthdate _ (i\tonth) _ (year)

3. llere you born in Canada _ yes _ No

\, l,lhat area of the city do you ìive in? (exampìel North endlsouth
end? or other) (pìease specify)

The Jewish Affil iation ¡ beìong to is:

_ 0r thodox Juda i sm

_ Conservat ive Juda ism
_ Reform Juda i sm

_ other

6. The Jewish Congregation I belong to isl

_ Ashkenazy Congregat ion
_ Beth lsraeì HSBA Synagogue
_ Bnay Abraham S y nagogue
_ Chevera Àlishnayes Sy na gogue
_ Fellowship of Prayer (Chavurat Tifila)
_ Herzl ia-Adas Yeshurun Synagogue
_ Lubav icher Congregat ion
_ Lubavitch Centre
_ Rosh Pína Synagogue
_ Shaarey Zedek S yna gogue
_ Tempìe Sha ì om

_ 0ther (please name)

7.

_ None

Are both your parents al ive?

_ Yes

-NoAre your parents

_ marr ied
_ separated
_ d i vor ced

5.

8.
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9. The education my mother has is:

_ Grade I or ìess
_ Some hìgh schooì
_ H igh schoo ì graduat ion
_ Some techn ica I coììege
_ Techn ica l/commun i ty college graduate
_ Some Un ivers i ty
_ Un ivers ity graduate
_ Profess iona ì post graduate

ì0, Does your mother work?

_ Yes

-Noll, What is your motherrs occupation? (î.e., what kind of work does she
do?)

12, The education my father has is:

_ Grade 8 or less
_ Some hÌgh school
_ High schooì graduation
_ Some techn i ca ì coììege
_ Technical/communìty coì lege graduate
_ Some Un ivers i ty
_ Un ivers ity graduate
_ Profess iona I post graduate

13. ooes your father work?

_ Yes

_No
14. lrhat is your father¡s occupation? (i.e., what kind of work does he

do?)

ì!, Do you plan to go to University when you graduate from high school?

_ Yes

_No
ì6, Have you decided on the work you want to do as an adult?

_ Yes

-No
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l/. lf yes, what kind of work would you I ike to do?

18. I s your mother i

_ Jewish by birth
_ Jewish conver t
_ Non-Jew i sh

ì 9. I s your father:

_ Jewish by b¡rrh
_ Jew i sh conver t
_ Non-Jew i sh

20. Does your famiìy "keep Kosher¡¡ at home?

_ Yes

-No2ì, Do you rrkeep Kosherrr outside of your home?

_ Yes

- 

No

22. Are you observant of Shabbat?

_ completely
_ somewh a t
_ not at alì

23. lf your answer to the above question was
foì ì owÌng pract ices are observed in your

wh ich of the

_ I ight i ng Shabbat cand les
_ rec it ing Kiddish
_ famiìy Shabbât d inners
_ attending Shabbat servìces at synagogue on a regular basis
_ other, pìeasè specify
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B I ishen soc ioeconom ic i ndex

The fol lowing are some exampìes as to how the Brishen index is assignedto some occupations mentioned by the adolescents of this study:

0ccupat iona I C lass if icat ion
Soc i oeconom ic

lndex

Chefs and cooks

l'lach i n ists and mach i ne tool sett ¡ng up occupat ions

Rea I estate sa iesman

0ther manager s, other industies

Âccountants, aud i tors and f i nanc ia I off icers

26.8068

\1 .9239

50.0692

65 .2116

7\.22\6
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The Un ivers ity of llanitoba
Depar tment of Psycho ì ogy
l,linnipeg, ¡lanìtoba
Canada R3T 2N2

0ctober 24, 1986

Rer JoseÞh Holinsky Col leqiate Survey

Dear Parent (s) ¡

By way of introduct ion my name is l,iorry Schwartz and I am presentl y
completing my degree requirements for my ph,D. in psychology at the[Jniversity of I'tanitoba. I am a resÌdent of l/innipeg and a lectuiår at the
University of lilãnitoba, Department of psychology.

As part of the doctoraì degree requirements, one is required to propose aDìssertation topic and carry out the proposed research. Since my major
area of study is Developnentaì Psychology, I have chosen to conduct a study
invoìving Jevrish adoìescents in contemporary society from grades seven totwelve. Rabbi Neal Rose is an active member of my advisory committee andis very familiar with the research that I will be conductìng within the
Jewish commun ity.

Essentially' my research topic involves obtaining information about JewÌsh
adoìescentsr feelings tovrard themselves, their family and their Jewishness.After meeting and discussing my ph.Ð. research topic, I,lr. Jerry Cohen,Principal of Joseph t.lolinsky col ìegiate has kindly agreed to cooperate andgive me the time to conduct my research, This pioject has àlso been
approved by the Joseph Ì.loì Ìnsky School Commîttee. The study is voìuntary,
anonymous and the data wíl I be col ìected by myself, participation or
non-participätion w¡ll not influence any services obtained from tÀe school,
The bookiet of various questions wi ll take approximately 30-45 minutes to
comp I ete .

The study involves simply ask¡ng your son/daughter and other class membersto respond and rate various questions rerating to their feelings ãbout
themseìves, their family and their J ev,i ishness. The bookìet contaìning therating sheets is anonymous and at No rl|lE wiìì your chiìd be askão to
revea I h i s/her name or ident ¡ ty on the book ì et. Demograph ¡c informat ionwill simpìy contain questions such as, for exampìe, sex of the adorescent,age, synagogue membership, parental occupation, etc. At the end of the
session your son/daughterrs responses wiì I be colìected together with other
c lass member rs responses.

iïy research has been ethically approved by the Ethical Review committee,
Department of Psychology, University of ¡lan¡toba. ln addÌtion, llr, Cohen
and a sub-committee of the Joseph l,lolinsky schooì committee have reviewed
the questions that I wirr be asking students to rate. The questions arestraight forward and have been used by many researchers throughout theworìd. The booklet of questions contain no items that should ãause your
son/daughter any embarrassment.
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l'lhen conducting my study at Joseph lJol insky colìegiate I will read thestudents the fo1 ìowing:

rrYou will be participating in some research that wiìl be
examining Jewish adolêscents in contemporary society. Thepurpose of th is research is to gather informat ion on Jewish
adolescents viith respect to their feel ings about themseìves,their family and their Jewishness. I am góing to hand each oiyou a booklet of various questions. please read the instructionsat the top of each page and answer the questÌons as best and as
honestly as you can. There are N0 right or wrong answers for anyof the questions, your participation is voluntaiy and anonymous,
Please D0 NoT write your name on the bookìet, Later, I w¡ìì
comb¡ne your responses to the questions with many other students
responses to the same questions so that a statistical anaìysis
may be performed. Are there any questions?rl

ln the event of any quest¡ons, I will answer them as concisely and stra¡ght
forward ly as possible.

I wouìd appreciate and sìncerely hope that you will allow your son,/daughterto participate in this study. I berieve that your son/dauihter wil| findthis exper Ìence to be both educationaì and rewarding. At ihe same timeyour son/daughter w¡ll be contributing to important reseârch that will beof real interest to the Jev,/ish community both in l,iinnipeg and throughout
Canada. Upon compìetion of the study, a statist¡cal anaiysis wilì Ëeperformed. Final resurts wÌl] be made.avairabre in the fårm of a write-upfor interested parents and students.

lf you have any questìons or concerns pìease do not hesitate to contact meat À74-8169, or to leave a message at \7\-9338. lf for some l.""ron you DO
lQT wish your chíld to particípate in the study, please filì out theattached form and return it to me by November 7, 1996. rf r do not hear tothe contrary by November 7, 1986, lwill assume that you have kindìy agreedto allow your son,/daughter to participate in the study. I trust that ihisopportunity wìll prove to be an extremely interest¡ng and educat¡onal
exper ience for your ch i I d.

Thanking you in advance for your permissíon I remaín,

Respectfulìy yours,

llorry A. J, Schwartz, f'l,4,

r'1A J S,/db
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100 NoT e/ish my son/daughter to participate in the research beìng carriedout at Joseph l,Jol insky Coì legiate.

Name

Grade

Pìease mail to¡ llorry Schwartz
c/o Depar tment of psychoìogy
P435J Duff Rob I in Bu i ìd ing
University of l,lan i toba
Winn ipeg, ¡lan Ìtoba
R3T 2N2


